PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE

In these days of chaos and confusion it would be a strong person who could pause and reflect. The mood of the times seems to be "action at any price". One of the great French writers and philosophers has said - "L'action sans pensée est un vain effort, la pensée sans action, un vain mirage."

A balance must be maintained. History shows us that every era of freedom and license is followed by a harsh Puritanism. It is thus that progress is set back many years. True progress is made at a snail's pace - but the key word is "true".

This year's graduating class faces ever increasing unrest. Much of it appears unwarranted to the older generations; some of it is spiral in cause and effect; some of it is warranted and has well conceived aims. The student power "bit" is patently illogical. If the student knows what it is that he should be studying has he not forsaken the role of student and usurped the role of teacher? Perhaps the student should change his title to teacher and the teacher become the student - studying the resulting chaos!

Seriously though, your problem is going to be to separate the real from the unreal, the possible from the fashionable, or, in more homely language "learn to separate the wheat from the chaff".

W. A. WILKINSON

EDITORIAL

Well, fellow-graduates, here it is - the record of your final year. It's strange, isn't it, to think that we're actually leaving the public school system? School has become a habit for most of us - it regulated and gave a pattern to our lives. This year, our pattern changes, and our feelings of uneasiness are normal; they are the feelings of generations of graduates.

With one difference: this is the year the educational pattern changes, too. Dawson College and the five-year-plan. We're the guinea-pigs! (We gave the kick-off to subject promotion, remember?) All through our school years, changes have been occurring, and this is the biggest change of them all. You've got to admit, even though it's a little annoying, it's exciting, too.

Well, here we go, the guinea-pig graduates, '69.

RENA KAMPEAS
GRADS
EILEEN ABRAHAMS
"If you will it, it is no legend."
Claim to Fame: All those letters.
Peeve: Split ends.
Cher. Mem.: Hechalutz Farm Shomria '68
Can You Imagine: Eileen as the fat lady of a circus
Amb.: Kibbutznik
Prob. Dest.: President of the Weight Watchers' Association.

MARIA ANNA
"At 12 I gave up Girl Guides and became a Boy Scout."
Claim to Fame: Blond hair and blue eyes
Peeve: Conceited people
Cher. Mem.: Summer '68
Can You Imagine: Mariana not being conversational
Amb.: Success
Probable Dest.: Mrs. Success

LORENA AURBACH
"You can recognize a motor-bike cop by the bugs in his teeth."
Claim to Fame: Her lumberjack laugh
Peeve: Gym first period Friday morning
Cherished Memory: Her year in a French school, 67-68
Can You Imagine: Lorraine with short black hair.
Amb.: French teacher and to travel the World
Prob. Dest.: No hablo francés

DAVID BALL
"It is better to remain silent and let men think you a fool, than to speak and remove all doubt."
Claim to Fame: You never know he's around.
Peeve: Clocks which show the wrong time
Cherished Memory: Getting up at seven o'clock every morning from Monday to Friday
Ambition: Architect.
Probable Destination: Designing new shapes of blackboards.

MARK BARRETT
"! ! ! ! !" by Lyndon B. Johnson
Claim to Fame: His weight-lifting ability
Peeve: Having to think up an autobiography for the Banner
Cher. Mem.: March 13, 1952
Ambition: International Playboy
Prob. Dest.: Prime Minister
Acts.: Perennial catalpa, tautological meditation, pedagogical subservience, and ineradicable procrastination.

ALFRED ADNUM
"The Maharichi has said: man who rides between humps of camel has few brains."
Claim to Fame: Whistling through the corridors and walking heavily
Peeve: History, English, French and the 5 hr. 20 minutes daily of no smoking
Cherished Memory: Summer 1967 & 1968 - School terms from Sept. 1964 - June 1968 - Thanks to S. M. for a good year
Ambition: An officer in the R.C.M.P.

JURI ARUSO
"Sun Vasaks Sangarite Sammaina: Sun Vasaks Kusels Kosumtaa."
Claim to Fame: Rembrandt
Peeve: Having a brother on the Canadian Olympic Team
Cher. Mem.: His European trip
Amb.: (1) To be an architect, (2) To travel around the world, (3) To be a ski instructor

AUDREY BAILEY
"Better to be silent and be thought a fool than to speak and remove the doubt."
Claim to Fame: Nothing worth mentioning.
Peeve: People who ask if my sister and I are twins.
Cherished Memory: Summer '66 in Winnipeg
Can You Imagine: No, I can't
Ambition: Clothes Designer
Acts.: Choir, Basketball, Gymnastics.

LOUIS BANNET
"When playing a song, make every note a solo."
Claim to Fame: His fantastic trumpet playing.
Peeve: Going to school at 8:00 a.m. for those boring band practice
Cherished Memory: Feeling sick on the trip to Pittsburgh
Ambition: To become a famous trumpet player
Activities: 65-69 Sr., Band & the Concert Band;

ROBERT BARROWMAN
"School -- what a way to go."
Claim to Fame: Getting a broken car to move
Peeve: Having to do homework on the weekends
Cher. Mem.: Getting into Grade 11
Can You Imagine: Bob getting a new car that runs
Amb.: Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Building Mechano Sets.
JUDY BARTH
"Nothing is wasted that makes a memory."
Claim to Fame: Her knack for making a mountain out of a molehill
Pet Peeve: People who say "but" or "right" at the end of every sentence
Amb.: Teacher
Prob. Dest.: Walking up the down staircase
Acts.: Prefect board, Ski Club, Student Council, Banner Rep., Drama Club, Folk Singing Club, Milk Bar

DAVID BATES
"Whenever I feel like doing work, I lie down until I feel better."
Claim to Fame: Blushing
Pet Peeve: Being called STICK
Cher. Mem.: Winning Division Championship in Volleyball, 67-68
Ambition: Electrician
Prob. Dest.: Needing Shock treatments
Can You Imagine: Dave 6'1", 200 lbs?
Acts.: Interscholastic Basketball, Volleyball, Soccer, House League Sports, B.A.A.

YVONNE BENTSINCLAIR
"Don't let a fool kiss you, don't let a kiss fool you."
Claim to Fame: Arguing with Therese
Pet Peeve: People who can't spell her last name properly
Cher. Mem.: 1. July 1, 1968
2. July 17, 1968
Can You Imagine: Yvonne not chewing gum in CLASS?
Ambition: Nurse
Probable Destination: Patient Activities: School Choirs, Red Cross Activities.

JUDY BLACK "Judy"
"Happiness can be many things but a day in the country is happiness for me!"
Claim to Fame: Her love of sports
Pet Peeve: People who sit and glare at other people
Cher. Mem.: July 25, 1968
Amb.: To become a nurse
Prob. Dest.: A bed-gan cleaner
Acts.: Cheerleaders, Gymnastics, Volleyball, Badminton, Tennis, G.A.A. President 68-69, Swimming, Basketball, Prefect, Club 15, Miss CFOX

MARK BASKIN
"Don't give me the gushers."
Claim to Fame: My tidal wave
Pet Peeve: English with Boskey
Cher. Mem.: MWHS
Amb.: Draftsman
Prob. Dest.: Ditch Digger
Acts.: Nil

DAVID BLUMER
"Roses are red, violets are blue, I like Corn Flakes, can you swim?"
Claim to Fame: Watching the girls
Pet Peeve: Arriving at school at 8:40 and finding out that you're late
Cher. Mem.: The day the school is torn down
Can You Imagine: When we will no go to school any more
Amb.: Being a Vet Principal in Monklands
Prob. Dest.: Principal of Monklands
Acts.: Football, Hockey

LEON BLUMER
"The new bikinis for women; the top says Expo '67, the bottom says Man and His World."
Claim to Fame: My ability to needle people
Pet Peeve: You played a good football game
Amb.: Educated Dum
Prob. Dest.: Educating Bums

GAIL BAUDER
"When you're not near the boy you love - love the boy you're near."
Claim to Fame: Her eyes & ski jump nose
Pet Peeve: Sarcastic people
Cher. Mem.: English 491 of 1967
Can You Imagine: Gail behaving herself
Ambition: Artist
Probable Destination: Painting fences Activities: Censored.

SHELLEY BOLTON
"Whenever I wish to display my knowledge, teachers seek to expose my ignorance."
Claim to Fame: 1. The excessive supplies of gum. 2. Spastic feet
Pet Peeve: Being called Paulette
Amb.: Phys. Ed. Instructor
Prob. Dest.: Instructing husband how to sleep
Acts.: Red Cross Rep., G.A.A. Exec., Basketball, Volleyball,
TERRY BORDEN
"A little sleep now and then is
relished by the best of men."
Claim to Fame: Just being a real
great guy
Pet Peeve: Getting up in the morning
Cher. Mem.: Great quantity of tissue
paper
Can You Imagine: Terry speaking
French
Amb.: Draftsman
Prob. Dest.: Married to Sheila
Acts.: Gymnastics

PETER BOROS
"There's one thing scientists know for
certain about the speed of light: it
goes here too early in the morning."
Claim to Fame: A look that sank a
thousand ships
Pet Peeve: Educational System,
Montreal
Cher. Mem.: 1963
Amb.: Commercial Pilot
Acts.: R.C.A.C., Choir, Librarian,
Asst., Current Events Club
Banner Staff, Student's Council,
Audio-Visual.

AUDREY BOWMAN "Aud"
"God created man, Then he rested,
Then he created Aud, And neither
God nor man, Has rested ever
since."
Claim of Fame: Her imagination
Pet Peeve: Tall people (She's 5'2")
Amb.: To finish Grade 11 and start
enjoying life
Prob. Dest.: Enjoying life while still
going to school
Acts.: Class President 68-69, Choir
66-68, Club 15 and other sports.

LILY BRODA
"Juvenile delinquency sets in when a
youngster stops asking adults
where he came from and starts
telling them where to go."
Claim to Fame: Sudden fits of excite-
ment at exactly the wrong moment
Pet Peeve: (1) conception (2)
hot milk and liver
Acts.: House League Sports, Inter-
scholastic Sports-Basketball,
Volleyball, Badminton, Gymnas-
tics, G.A.A. Executive in Gr. 10
& 11, Cheerleader, Decorating
Committee

DAVID BRODKIN "Dave"
"Nobody's perfect. There's not many
of us left."
Claim to Fame: Straight hair
Pet Peeve: School starting at 8:50
Cher. Mem.: The day I met her
Can You Imagine: Dave getting to
school on time
Amb.: Architect
Prob. Dest.: Building out-houses for
Johnnie-on-the-spot
Acts.: Red Cross Rep., Library
Assistant, Stage Crew for play,
Ski Clubs 65-69.

ARTHUR BROWN (Art)
"When is the bell going to ring?"
Claim to Fame: Wake up, Art.
Pet Peeve: Waking up to go to school
Cher. Mem.: Winter Carnival 1968
Can You Imagine: Art staying awake
for 50 minutes?
Amb.: Well, uh.....
Prob. Dest.: Yup!
Acts.: Football, Basketball,
Floorhockey, etc.

LINDA BROWN
"He who loveth little, prayeth little,
He who loveth much, prayeth
much."
Claim to Fame: Her hair
Pet Peeve: Monday morning
Cher. Mem.: Grade 10
Can You Imagine: Linda with short
black hair
Amb.: To be a nurse
Prob. Dest.: Doctor, may I please
sit this one out?
Acts.: Jr., Jr., Jr., and Concert
Bands, Drama Gr. 9, Choir and
Vocal Ensemble Gr. 8 & 9

RICHARD BROWN
"An Electronic Computer saves me
a lot of guesswork, but so does a
BIKINI!"
Pet Peeve: Thursday's English
Period
Cher. Mem.: 4R Algebra - Mr.
Stern?
Can You Imagine: No, I can't
Amb.: Four year plan
Prob. Dest.: Electronic Engineer
Acts.: A/V Executive, Photography
Club.

DAVE BRUNDAGE
"Better to laugh than to cry."
Claim to Fame: One of few human
specimens to be endowed with
horseshoe
Pet Peeve: Teachers who don't be-
lieve in free periods
Cher. Mem.: Practising how to stand
correctly on white lines for Mr.
Firth's gym class
Amb.: To learn about the world and
be successful
Acts.: Football, Member of First
Estate, and Non-Conformist.

MARK BULGUTCH
" 'Tis better not to have any quote
than to copy someone else's."
Claim to Fame: Keeps perfect statis-
tics on football games
Pet Peeve: Discussing philosophical
questions in English class
Cher. Mem.: Mr. Thompson giving a
dictee
Amb.: Journalist
Prob. Dest.: One-year career on
Melting Pot
Acts.: Melting Pot, Bridge Club,
Students' Council.
TOMMY BULMER
"You can't win them all."
Claim to Fame: Not winning any Cherished Memory: Almost beating West Hill in '67
Can You Imagine: Tom winning?
Ambition: To graduate from High School
Probable Destination: Maybe next year
Activities: Sr., Football, House League Sports.

JOHN BURKE
"Power corrupts the few, while weakness corrupts the many."
Claim to Fame: It's a woman's world!
Five sisters are older than him.
Cher. Mem.: Trip out West 1957
Pet Peeve: Brothers-in-law, nephews and nieces
Amb.: Attending College Militaire Royal
Acts.: Drama Club 68, Cercle Français, Ski Club, Curling, Debating.

LYNN BUTLER
"If the Wright Bros. didn't invent the airplane, air line pilots would surely have to moonlight."
Claim to Fame: Her flying brother
Pet Peeve: People who really believe those stories of plane crashes
Cher. Mem.: First flight in a single engine plane
Amb.: "Federation Stanship"
Commander
Prob. Dest.: Charwoman on "A Yellow Submarine."
Acts.: Choirs, Banner Rep., '66-'67,

ANN CAMERON
"All men are created equal, but some are made more equal than others."
Claim to Fame: Her freakles
Pet Peeve: Trying to save money
Cher. Mem.: Mr. Blair in Gr. 8
Can You Imagine: Ann being anywhere without Nancy
Amb.: To travel around the world
Prob. Dest.: Trying to see what's around the next corner
Acts.: Jr., Int., Sr., and Concert Bands

LAURA CAMPBELL
"It's usually a girl's geography that determines her history."
Claim to Fame: Slaying the right thing at the wrong time, and the wrong thing at the right time
Pet Peeve: Getting stepped on
Amb.: To become a psycho-analyst
Prob. Dest.: "They're coming to take me away -- ha! ha! -- To the funny farm that is....
Acts.: Jr., Int., jr., and Concert Bands, Choir '65 & '66, Drama, Gymnastics; Spreader of Cheer.

GLEN CANAVAN
"Sweep harder, Phil."
Claim to Fame: Beating Bruce Mackin in the Curling Championships
Pet Peeve: Going curling at 8 a.m. every Saturday
Cher. Mem.: Serving an ace to Miss Smith
Amb.: Pilot
Prob. Dest.: Lead for Ron Northcott

BLAIR CAPES
"Where did you go?......school. What did you do?......nothing."
Claim to Fame: Ability to drive bicycles over (?) fire hydrants
Pet Peeve: People who ask, "How tall are you?"
Cher. Mem.: Chemistry Lab.
Can You Imagine: Blair with a girlfriend
Amb.: Scientist
Prob. Dest.: Test-tube washer

JULIA CARTER
"Dreaming when Dawn's Left Hand was in the Sky I heard a voice within the Tavern Cry, "Awake, my little ones, and fill the Cup, Before Life's Liquor in its Cup be dry."
Omar Khayyam
Claim to Fame: The only girl in the Chess Club
Prob. Dest.: Paint Brush Monitor
Amb.: Art Professor
Pet Peeve: That there are no escalators to the third floor
Acts.: Chess Club, Ping Pong, Red Cross Rep, House league.

CATHARINE CHANT "Paddy"
"Oh, what a tangled web we weave..."
Claim to Fame: Lowest Latin marks ever
Pet Peeve: Some of her brothers' friends
Cher. Mem.: Mexican guys
Can You Imagine: Complete Innocence?
Amb.: To have an XKE
Prob. Dest.: See the nice Kiddie Kar?
Acts.: Class President '66, Volleyball.

PAULETTE CHODAT
"Visit your mother today. Maybe she hasn't had any problems lately."
Claim to Fame: Talented nostrils
Pet Peeve: Being called "Shirley"
Cher. Mem.: Being kissed by a chimp
Amb.: Radiological Technologist
Prob. Dest.: Burning holes in the patients
Acts.: Jr., Int., Sr. and Concert Band; Sports (Houseleague and School Teams); GAA Representative.
LYNNE CHOO
"It is better to have done something and failed than to have done nothing and succeeded."
Claim to Fame: Long black hair
Pet Peeve: People who spell my name wrong
Amb.: Commercial Artist
Cher. Mem.: March '67
Prob. Dest.: Watching T.V., Commercials

PAMELA CLOW
"What you don't know would make a great book."
Claim to Fame: Her constant drinking of coffee and tea
Pet Peeve: People who don’t pronounce my name properly
Cher. Mem.: July, 1968
Amb.: Air Line Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Suicide Diver on 105th mission
Acts.: 66-67 Red Cross, 67-68 Red Cross, 68-69 Class Secretary.

DEBBY JO COCKLIN
"When you drive don't park; accidents cause people."
Claim to Fame: Ability to look sweet and innocent all the time.
Pet Peeve: Jim Places's wise cracks
Cher. Mem.: 1. LRY 2. Jan.-March of 68
Can You Imagine: Sure I can
Amb.: BA in Sociology
Prob. Dest.: BA service woman
Acts.: Badminton, Red Cross.

MILES COHEN
"I have wasted the most productive learning years of my life thanks to this system."
Claim to Fame: Crash - Guess What! Pet Peeve: Learning for "Marks."
Amb.: Content
Prob. Dest.: Dead, like everybody else
Acts.: Soccer, Jr. Football, Volleyball, Public Speaking, Drama Club, Bridge Club, School Newspaper Editor, Student's Council Executive, Etc.

JOHN COTE
"We could be so good together."
Pet Peeve: People over 25
Cher. Mem.: Those weekends
Amb.: Lawyer
Prob. Dest.: Hiring one

MICHAEL CRAIG
"Don't smoke in bed — the sleeping bag you burn may be your wife."
Claim to Fame: His sparkling eyes
Pet Peeve: Being broke
Cher. Mem.: July 19, 1968
Can You Imagine: Mike not asking for a cigarette
Amb.: To be rich
Prob. Dest.: Uneducated bum.

JUDY DAY
"The recipe for love is written on a mayonnaise bottle; keep cool, but don't freeze."
Claim to Fame: Being the youngest of the family
Pet Peeve: People who call her "Hey Jude"
Cher. Mem.: July 13, 1968
Amb.: Airline Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Serving tea in the Yellow Submarine
Acts.: Red Cross Rep.

SUSAN DICK (Sue)
"Dip him in the river who loves water."
Claim to Fame: The Lord's Prayer
Pet Peeve: Being called Dick
Cher. Mem.: June 23, 1966
Can You Imagine: Susan tall and blonde
Amb.: Growing taller
Prob. Dest.: Shrinking
Acts.: Badminton, Choir, Red Cross Rep., Stratford Trip, Red Cross Assistant, Treasurer.

DOROTHY DIXON "Dot"
"Keep smiling; it makes people wonder what you've been up to."
Claim to Fame: (a) Making perfectly innocent statements that are interpreted the wrong way. (b) The long, the short, and the tall. (See D. Gajewski and P. Robinson.)
Amb.: To be a teacher and to travel to France
Prob. Dest.: Teaching Gen. de Gaulle the art of keeping his nose out of other people's business

INGRID DIXON (Ing)
"I spend five hours a day here. Do you expect me to work, too?"
Claim to Fame: Those long nails
Pet Peeve: People who ask if my nails are fake
Cher. Mem.: School year 67-68 and Summer 68
Can You Imagine: Ingrid ever biting her nails?
Amb.: To be a modern dancer
Prob. Dest.: She'll make it
GERRY DUTAUD
"As a Napoleon said in 1492 as he was crossing the Delaware: 'Vive le Quebec Libre!'"
Claim to Fame: A crazy Frenchman
Pet Peeve: French class
Cher. Mem.: Walking home from Gene's party
Amb.: Playing lead guitar for a psychodelic blues band
Prob. Dest.: Riding shotgun on a Chinese Junk down the Yangtze River

IRVING EDWARDS
"The world is full of many wonders -- I just happen to be one of them."
Claim to Fame: Breaking his leg on the first day of football practice
Pet Peeve: Akram, Fred, and Howard
Cher. Mem.: That Australian girl
Can You Imagine: Irving beating up Akram
Amb.: Lawyer
Prob. Dest.: Law of Survival

KARI ELOVAARA "Ellee"
"Truth is stranger than non-fiction."
Claim to Fame: Superprefect
Pet Peeve: People who call him Ellee
Cher. Mem.: Karl on his athletic trophy
Can You Imagine: Anybody spelling Karl's name right?
Amb.: To change his name to Smith
Prob. Dest.: Cary Elvish
Acts.: Basketball, Volleyball, Soccer, Curling, House League, Prefect Board

RON FALLOW
"(1) Now there goes a girl with nice personalities. (2) 'Good grief, I've no time to be in a hurry."
Claim to Fame: Captain of the all-spaz team
Pet Peeve: His All Spaz's Amb.: Following that girl with all those nice personalities
Prob. Dest.: All Spaz's beating him to her
Acts.: Jr. and Sr. Football, Jr. and Sr. Basketball, Curling, B.A.A. Executive, all House League Sports

LILLIAN FLYNN
"To let a fool kiss you is stupid, but to let a stupid kiss fool you is even worse."
Claim to Fame: Her hair
Pet Peeve: Being called Silly Little Clown
Cher. Mem.: When the car opened
Can You Imagine: Lillian coming to school a full week
Amb.: Being healthy, wealthy, wise
Prob. Dest.: Being healthy

JOHN EDDY
"The better a woman looks, the longer a man does."
Claim to Fame: My ability to obtain
Pet Peeve: No blocking on the left side
Cher. Mem.: Summer '84, Murray's Can You Imagine: Me, with a brush cut?
Amb.: Architect
Prob. Dest.: Water boy for the Alouettes

BEVERLEY ETCOVITCH "Bev"
"Buzzle"
"There'll be times that I'll think of you, in my solitary moments. The past fun times, The past lost dreams, And then I'll cry all tears, Tell me -- will you ever think of me?"
Claim to Fame: Her four feet, eleven and a half inches of laughter
Amb.: To travel around the world
Prob. Dest.: Ste. Agathe anyone?
Acts.: House League Sports, Cheerleader, and walking to school.

HELEN FISK
"Man has his will but women has her way."
Claim to Fame: Her innocent exterior
Pet Peeve: Immaturity
Can You Imagine: Mike & Helen ever breaking up?
Cher. Mem.: July 25, 1968
Amb.: Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Flying her children's toy planes
Acts.: Volleyball, Badminton, Tennis, Student Council '66-'67, Banner '66-'67

MURRAY FORBES
"For four years I worked to get out of this dump, then I worked to get back in."
Claim to Fame: Five years in a reconditioned jail.
Pet Peeve: Paying $3.50 to see the Alouettes get pasted
Cher. Mem.: Mrs. Potter's inspiring French class
Can You Imagine: No
Amb.: Six year plan
Prob. Dest.: University
Acts.: 4,000 flights of stairs a year.
GENE FRAMPTON
"All the world is a stage, and I sell beer in the 14th row."
Claim to Fame: His convert kicking ability.
Pet Peeve: Going on long pass patterns and not being thrown to.
Amb.: Graduation in '69
Prob. Dest.: Promoting Humpty Potato Chips to a pigmy tribe in South Africa

NAOMI FRANKEL
"The antique people are fading out slowly. The new children will live for the elders have died."
Tim Buckley
Claim to Fame: Sliced pickles and chocolate sauce sandwiches
Pet Peeve: Plastic people
Cher. Mem.: None as yet
Amb.: To be happy and completely unselfish
Prob. Dest.: Joining a freak colony with Pam
Acts.: Jr., Intermediate and Concert Bands, Yodelling.

ELEANOR FRIEDENBERG "ELLIE"
"Never mind what I tell ya, you do what I say." W.C. Fields
Claim to Fame: 2½ day school week
Pet Peeve: An abrupt end to the 2½ day school week system
Cher. Mem.: August 22, 1968
Amb.: Antioch College, Ohio or Berkeley, California
Prob. Dest.: Murray's Restaurant, Montreal.

AKRAM FTAYA
"I hate Quantas"
Claim to Fame: That Australian Beauty
Pet Peeve: Irving
Cher. Mem.: Fall 1969
Can You Imagine: Akram in Australia raising....sheep?
Amb.: Mathematician

KAREN GABRIEL
"To meet is divine; but to meet and come together is a divine blessing."
Claim to Fame: Balling-out a certain woman teacher for being late to class
Pet Peeve: Teachers who insist that students be able to make it from the basement to the third floor in one minute flat
Amb.: To be a successful stenographer
Acts.: Basketball, Member of the "Five Red Squares" 67-'68.

DANUTA GAJEWSKI "Danzy"
"My próbójemy bardziej."
Claim to Fame: (1) Born in England, yet claiming to be Polish (2) The Long, the Short, and the Tall (See D. Dixon and P. Robinson)
Pet Peeve: People who can't pronounce Danuta's name properly
Amb.: Professor of Music
Prob. Dest.: One-man band

JIM GALLISON
"Love thy neighbour but don't get caught."
Claim to Fame: Getting through football season unhurt!
Pet Peeve: Being a Prefect
Cher. Mem.: Winning Jr. City Football Championship
Amb.: Graduation class 77'
Prob. Dest.: Resident of St. Philips square

SYLVIA GARNIS
"Life is like an ice-cream cone, you have to learn to lick it."
Claim to Fame: Her broken wrist
Pet Peeve: Eglehead
Cher. Mem.: The day she met Bobbie
Can You Imagine: Sylvia not squeaking in class
Amb.: Pediatrician
Prob. Dest.: Uxor et Mater

JOHN GASPAR
"People are constantly ignoring me, and if there's one thing I can't stand, it's ignorance!"
Claim to Fame: That Audio-Visual badge of his -- and that co-ordinator!
Amb.: Research Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Engineer searching

PHILLIP GELLER
"The courageous man is the man who forces himself, in spite of his fear to carry on."
Claim to Fame: Being himself
Amb.: ?? ?? ??
Prob. Dest.: Playboy
ELDOR GEMST

PATRICIA GIBSON
"It isn't what kids know that bothers parents; it's how they found out." Claim to Fame: Blue eyes Pet Peeve: Teachers who show up for classes when they are supposed to be away Cher. Mem.: September '66 Can You Imagine: Pat as a blonde Amb.: Sewing teacher Prob. Dest.: Sewing baby clothes.

PHYLLIS GILLESPIE "Flea"

LENNY GLAZER
"While I may disagree with your opinion, I will defend to the death your right to express your stupidity." Claim to Fame: His music abilities Pet Peeve: 8 a.m. band practices (and noon practices, after school practices, 8 p.m. practices, and practices and practices) Prob. Dest.: Watching the cow jump over the moon Acts.: Jr., Sr., and Concert Bands, House League Sports, Red Cross Rep.

HOWARD GOODMAN

ANITA GORDON

DUNCAN GRAY "Duck"
"In school, you live to learn; Outside of school, you learn to live!" Claim to Fame: Being undecided, but making the right decision at the last minute Pet Peeve: (1) Ron playing his guitar during T.V. shows (2) Talkative disc-jockeys Amb.: To go to University Acts.: Jr., Int., Sr. and Concert Bands, Decorating Committee, Class President 66-67, Banner Grads Editor.

IRVING GREENBERG
"You can fool some of the people some of the time, but not all of the people all of the time." Claim to Fame: Lousy putting Cher. Mem.: First right turn Can You Imagine: Irving sinking a 50 foot putt Amb.: Lawyer Prob. Dest.: Political prisoner Pet Peeve: Getting up before 10:00 a.m. Acts.: Coin Club, Bridge Club.

RICHARD GRIFFIS

PHIL HARDEN
"As the guru said: 'Fewer people die of lung cancer from pot than from cigarettes.'" Claim to Fame: Wearing a purple turtleneck, blue pants, a gold chain, a gold jacket, a suede cowboy boot Amb.: To be the first soccer style field goal kicker for the Montreal Alouettes Acts.: Jr. Football, Sr. Football, Jr. Volleyball, Sr. Volleyball, Curling, B. A. A. Executive, House League Sports, Prefect Board.
PETER HARGROVE
"Tabernac."
Claim to Fame: Blushing at the wrong times
Pet Peeve: Having no pet peeve
Cher. Mem.: A certain bash last April
Can You Imagine: Yeh
Amb.: Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Sanitary engineer

GLORIA HAWKES
"The battle of the sexes will never be won by either side -- too much fraternalizing with the enemy."
Claim to Fame: Eight dimples
Pet Peeve: Standing up for Miss Smith
Cher. Mem.: Meeting Mr. H. S.
Amb.: Social worker
Prob. Dest.: Living off social welfare
Can You Imagine: The weaker sex being really the stronger sex for weaker sex
Acts.: House League Basketball, Basketball Referee, Student Council

HILDA HEBERT
"She who laughs last has the joke explained to her."
Claim to Fame: Her hidden sense of humour
Pet Peeve: "Hi, Hell."
Can You Imagine: Helga being 5 foot
Cher. Mem.: December '66
Amb.: Get rich and travel

SUSAN HELLMAN
"On Egoism -- I find no sweeter fat than sticks to my own bones." Walt Whitman
Claim to Fame: I'm a new student at Monklands this year, having moved here from Toronto
Pet Peeve: People who read over your shoulder
Amb.: To make enough money, by working next year, to use for tuition the year after
Acts.: 2 extra classes to give me enough marks to matriculate in one year.

DALE HAYES
"Never, but never, let your sense of morals interfere with what you do."
Claim to Fame: Her "terribly long hair."
Pet Peeve: People who ask her, "Did ya get your hair cut?"
Cher. Mem.: August of '66
Can You Imagine: Dale not laughing hysterically in Economics 4G1?
Amb.: Just being somewhat successful
Prob. Dest.: A successful California beach bum (She hopes)
Acts.: Volleyball '63?

SUSAN MARGARET HEMBLING
"It starts when you sink into his arms and ends with your arms in the sink."
Claim to Fame: Her height
Pet Peeve: Getting up for school Monday morning
Cher. Mem.: Summer in France
Can You Imagine: Susan 5'8"
Amb.: Private Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Sitting on the boss's knee.

GREG HERMANOVIC
"Caesar once said, "Thine woman is like a chariot."
Claim to Fame: Being thought too sarcastic
Pet Peeve: (1) Peeling off in his sneakers every night (2) Impersonating Otis
Cher. Mem.: July 9, 1952
Can You Imagine: Greg sleeping off a Friday night?
Amb.: Drunken streetcorner bum
Prob. Dest.: Twenty thousand a year

JOHN HOLLANDER
"McGovern will roar in '74."
Claim to Fame: His punitive efforts
Pet Peeve: Lessardian democracy
Cher. Mem.: Mr. B. and the Boss and The 5
Can You Imagine: John?
Amb.: Policelawer
Prob. Dest.: Human Garbator
Acts.: Bands, House League, Chairman of the Current Events Club, Undergrad Edition of this rag, Ghost of Student Council and Melting Pot, Member of the 5.
NANCY HOOD "Nan"  
"Keep smiling; it makes people wonder what you've been up to."  
Claim to Fame: Dirty big grin  
Pet Peeve: To obey  
Cher. Mem.: Squeezing four in a 427 Vet, eight in an AMX and six in a Spitfire  
Can You Imagine: Nancy not having somebody on her mind  
Amb.: Airline Stewardess  
Prob. Dest.: Helping the pilot to fly?? the plane  
Acts.: Basketball, Badminton, Volleyball, Tennis, Skiing, Student Council Rep., Cheerleader, Decorating

LESLIE HOOVER  
"Don't race someone bigger than you to an intersection. If it's a tie, you lose."  
Claim to Fame: Her quiet nature  
Pet Peeve: Her glasses  
Can You Imagine: Leslie not lending her homework?  
Amb.: Physiotherapist  
Cher. Mem.: Souris  
Prob. Dest.: Many long years of university  
Acts.: Badminton

ROSE HYOVIOTCH  
"You've gotta be kidding."  
Claim to Fame: Her ever-changing hairstyle  
Pet Peeve: People arriving late  
Cher. Mem.: May 25, 1967  
Can You Imagine: Rose with waist-length hair  
Amb.: Anything outside of the medical field  
Prob. Dest.: Anything inside the medical field  

JANICE HOOVER  
"As you wander through life, brother, let this be your goal: Keep your eye on the doughnut, and not on the hole."  
Claim to Fame: Having lived in California for a year  
Pet Peeve: Optimists  
Cher. Mem.: Summers in Toronto  
Can You Imagine: Janice smiling?  
Amb.: Physiotherapy and to travel around the world  
Prob. Dest.: Nursing in Toronto  
Acts.: Soccer

BILL HUNTER  
"Almighty black potato?"  
Claim to Fame: My ambitious past?  
Pet Peeve: Vegetables and sticks and 14's  
Cher. Mem.: Summer of 42  
Can You Imagine: Me being clean  
Amb.: Jolly Green Giant  
Prob. Dest.: None  
Acts.: Various assorted wonderful things.

JOAN ISHERWOOD  
"Life is like the art of drawing -- without an eraser!"  
Claim to Fame: Only her hairdresser knows for sure  
Pet Peeve: People who say "Do you dye your hair?  
Amb.: B.S.S. or Phys. Ed.  
Prob. Dest.: A slob in a "Keep Fit" class at the age of 40  

JOSIE JOHNSON  
"Truth speaks beauty; beauty speaks truth."  
Claim to Fame: All my clothes in purple  
Pet Peeve: Being Teased by A.C., S.D., L.W.  
Cher. Mem.: My vacation in Jamaica  
Amb.: Hairdresser  
Prob. Dest.: Housewife  
Acts.: Basketball, Red Cross Rep., Go-Go Dancer of Monklands High.  
Can You Imagine: Josie without gum and purple clothes.

RICHARD JOTCHAM  
"He who laughs last, laughs best. I laugh all the time."  
Claim to Fame: His genius and his modesty  
Pet Peeve: Monday morning, Friday afternoon, and all the time between  
Can You Imagine: Richard with a perfect attendance all year  
Amb.: College for a C.A. degree  
Prob. Dest.: Educated ha.  
Acts.: "Who me?"

MARLENE JUNG  
"Compliments are like perfume -- to be inhaled and not swallowed."  
Claim to Fame: Her ability to cry at the same time as she laughs  
Pet Peeve: Not having anything to do  
Cher. Mem.: Summer '68  
Can You Imagine: Marlene not having anything to do on a weekend?  
Amb.: Teacher  
Prob. Dest.: Being kicked out of class  
Acts.: Milk Bar.
HERBERT KAENEL "Herbie"
"Two's a company -- three's a result."
Claim to Fame: Burgundy corduroy pants
Pet Peeve: 9 a.m. to 3:25 -- Monday through Friday
Cher. Mem.: Trip to Switzerland in Summer 68
Can You Imagine: Herbie mad Amb.: Airplane mechanic
Prob. Dest.: Making paper airplanes for his kids
Acts.: None.

ALLAN KALETSKY
"An ounce of perfection is worth a pound of joy!"
Claim to Fame: His bow-tie
Pet Peeve: People asking him why he wears a bow-tie
Cher. Mem.: The day he came to school in a long tie
Can You Imagine: Allan in a long tie Ambition: Geographer
Prob. Dest.: Bow-tie manufacturer

RENA KAMPEAS
"How can she know, poor royal dame,
That Rumpelstiltskin is my name?"
Claim to Fame: Member of the choir for 4 years in a row
Cher. Mem.: Getting a passing mark on the Algebra Matriculation
Can You Imagine: Rena not in the choir?
Amb.: To teach English at a university
Prob. Dest.: Singing in an English professors' choir
Acts.: Choir, Cercle François, Banner, Melting Pot, Russian, Student's Council.

MARLENE KEARNS
"Love me.....love my dog."
Claim to Fame: My big brown dog
Pet Peeve: (a) blushing (b) hard school chairs
Can You Imagine: Marlene not talking for a solid 50 minutes
Cher. Mem.: August 16, 1968
Amb.: Airline Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Being grounded as a Mrs
Acts.: Prefect Board, Red Cross Rep. 67-68, 68-69, Archery, Choir 65-66,

BARBARA KING
"If in Heaven we do not meet; side by side we'll stand the heat."
Claim to Fame: Her ability to talk
Pet Peeve: Her brother "Howie"
Cher. Mem.: March 7, 1952 (her birthday)
Amb.: To become a teacher
Prob. Dest.: Let me tell you about the birds and the bees...

GRAHAM KITCHING
"4 desolate places: desert lands, waste lands, barren lands, Monklands."
Claim to Fame: Being the smallest guy on the Basketball Team
Pet Peeve: Being asked to tie your tie
Cher. Mem.: Never being a "tacked" in Mr. Stern's class
Amb.: To graduate
Prob. Dest.: Returning to Monklands, where the action is!
Acts.: Interscholastic Basketball, Soccer, all Houseleague Sports, Girl Watching.

HELENE KARP "Lainie"
"Love me -- love my dog!"
Claim to Fame: Sarge Pet Peeve: Lindi's perfume any time of the day
Can You Imagine: Helene not (1) talking (2) chewing gum (3) giggling
Amb.: Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Washing diapers
Cher. Mem.: The day I met him
Acts.: Secretary for Red Cross, Red Cross Rep., taking up space.

WENDY KNECHTEL
"He who jumps through screen door may well strain himself."
Cher. Mem.: Russian for a week
Pet Peeve: Homework
Can You Imagine: Well, can you?
Amb.: To pass and be happy
Prob. Dest.: To smile and try harder
Acts.: Current Events Club

NANCY KNEEN "Dodo"
"It is said that 'the ability to follow directions is the first sign of intelligence. ' Where am I?"
Claim to Fame: Horses, horses, horses
Pet Peeve: Latin homework
Cher. Mem.: June 21, 1969
Amb.: British Equestrian School
Prob. Dest.: "Ride a cock-horse to Banbury Cross"

JERRY KOSITSKY
"If you don't succeed at first, kick your mother for starting it all."
Claim to Fame: Betting two horses to show in a five horse race and losing
Cher. Mem.: That $90.60 Daily Double
Amb.: To learn how to play guitar properly
Prob. Dest.: Blowing the trumpet to call the horses to the track
DAVID KRISCHER
"There are some movies for children—then there are those for adultery."
Claim to Fame: Writing in hieroglyphics and my great complex
Pet Peeve: Nicknames
Cher. Mem.: "Blimp"
Amb.: Electronics Engineer or technician
Prob. Dest.: Permanent college student attempting to pass engineering

DAVID KURTZ
"The Beatles came, they saw, they conquered."
Claim to Fame: His quietness
Pet Peeve: (1) First floor (2) anyone who knocks the Beatles
Cher. Mem.: September 1964 at the Forum
Can You Imagine: Dave doing his homework neatly
Amb.: To complete high school and be a success
Prob. Dest.: High School janitor
Acts.: One floor Hockey game.

PENNY LAFAHRIS
"Flattery consists of soap and soft soap consists of 90% lye."
Claim to Fame: Her long brown hair
Pet Peeve: Being lonely
Cher. Mem.: Those Stone Soul Picnics she went to Summer '68
Can You Imagine: Penny without Mina the Mouse
Amb.: Designer
Prob. Dest.: Designing Booties for Junior

MICHAEL LAWRENCE "Coolie"
"The proof is in the pudding."
Claim to Fame: His "alligator shoes" and knits
Pet Peeve: Going to bed late, and getting up early
Cher. Mem.: The Boy From New York City
Amb.: Geologist
Can You Imagine: Michael turning Afro?
Prob. Dest.: A house full of rocks

STEVE LEAVITT
"Shoot low, they're riding Shetlands."
Claim to Fame: The only kid in kindergarten with a bus pass
Pet Peeve: Those certain 6 teachers
Cher. Mem.: Meeting a B.R. on Sept. 4
Can You Imagine: Steve with a brush-cut
Amb.: Pilot
Prob. Dest.: Sweeping gum off the Dorval runway
Acts.: Sitting and dreaming.

JOAN LeCLAIR
"Nothing is waste that makes a memory."
Claim to Fame: Her love of life and her smile
Pet Peeve: People who run other people down
Amb.: Travelling folk singer or a stewardess on an ocean liner
Prob. Dest.: She'll make it
Acts.: Student Council, Banner, Melting Pot, Decorating, Publicity, Social Committees, Steno Pool, Tennis, Archery, Drama.

BOB LEGASSIC
"If mankind prospers from its mistakes, what a honey of a future is coming up."
Claim to Fame: Ability to get up in the morning
Pet Peeve: Ability to stay awake in French class
Cher. Mem.: Learning how to surf
Amb.: To go somewhere where they can't find me
Prob. Dest.: I'm not saying
Acts.: Lacrosse, Going to School.

JENNIFER LANCE
"The brain is a wonderful organ; it begins when you wake up and doesn't stop until you get to school."
Claim to Fame: I'm not short, most of my friends are tall
Pet Peeve: Conceited people
Cher. Mem.: Lifeguards
Can You Imagine: Jennifer 5'7" or over?
Amb.: Teacher
Prob. Dest.: Standing in the corner for chewing gum
Acts.: Choir, Librarian, Club 15, Decorating Committee.

STEVEN LeCLAIR "Steve"
"To fall is common to mankind. To admit failure is deserving of Saintliness."
Claim to Fame: Tennis ability
Pet Peeve: People who spell Steven with a "ph"
Amb.: Marine Biologist
Prob. Dest.: Fish

DIANE LENNON
"People in glass houses shouldn't."
Claim to Fame: 5'9"
Pet Peeve: Being called Peter
Cher. Mem.: Those fantastic weekends in North Hatley
Can You Imagine: Diane going through a whole school year without losing a sweater or two, a purse or two, and a book or five?
Amb.: Baby nurse
Prob. Dest.: Nursing babies
Acts.: Volleyball, Band, Choir, Basketball, Badminton.
BOB LENNOX  
"Two heads are better than one."
Claim to Fame: Imported records from England
Pet Peeve: I. A certain French teacher in Grade 10 2. Getting Jam in my records
Cher. Mem.: Summer of 1967
Can You Imagine: Bob with Laryngitis
Amb.: Disc Jockey
Prob. Dest.: Cleaning Records
Acts.: Pool Hall.

BARBARA LEWIS "Barbie"
"The man who gains financial success has four metallic attributes. Gold in his palm, silver on his tongue, brass in his face, and iron in his heart."
Claim to Fame: Always owing money
Pet Peeve: Nine a.m. - 3:20 p.m.
Cher. Mem.: A certain J.L. from the U.S.
Can You Imagine: Barbie visiting Northern Canada
Amb.: To make lots of money?

ERIC MAASS
"The snake that striketh at the feet of the hunter is naught but a pain in the grass."
Claim to Fame: Surviving Jr. Football
Pet Peeve: The Banner
Cher. Mem.: Getting out of Miss Barkor's Math class
Can You Imagine: Eric imperfect
Amb.: Advocate
Prob. Dest.: Avocado
Acts.: Jr. Football

LINDA MacDONALD
"Love Thy Neighbour, But don't get caught."
Claim to Fame: Letters from Switzerland
Pet Peeve: Big Ed
Cher. Mem.: The year 65-66
Can You Imagine: Linda without Holly
Amb.: To get out of school
Prob. Dest.: 8 year plan

GAIL MACKAY
"If wisdom is dangerous, I'm harmless."
Claim to Fame: Being neither seen nor heard
Pet Peeve: The end of holidays
Can You Imagine: Gail being heard in class?
Cher. Mem.: August 6, 1967
Amb.: To be a fashion designer
Prob. Dest.: To be one

STEwart LESLIE
"Caesar's ambition killed him. Why should I worry, I'm too lazy to die?"
Claim to Fame: Five school days make me weak
Pet Peeve: French
Cher. Mem.: My first day at Monklands
Can You Imagine: Three high schools in four years
Amb.: Career in Canadian Armed Forces
Prob. Dest.: ?
Acts.: In Rosemount High, Electronic Club and Debating Club

Gloria LLOYD "Glor"
"The innocent look is just a disguise, mischief lurks in both her eyes."
Claim to Fame: Little Miss Innocent
Pet Peeve: People with a big mouth
Cher. Mem.: a certain guy
Can You Imagine: Gloria, with long bangs
Amb.: Teacher
Prob. Dest.: Learning my ABC's
Acts.: Choir '66, Decorating Committee, Class Sports.

BRUCE MACDONALD
"Schools are like Motels, you pay by day and work at it at night."
Claim to Fame: EXTREME lack of knowledge in French
Pet Peeve: People who ignore me, and if there's one thing I hate it's ignorance
Cher. Mem.: Grade 10, Room 312
Can You Imagine: Bruce being late for classes?
Amb.: Undecided
Prob. Dest.: Top man in the Mafia
Acts.: Red Cross, House League Sports

DONALD MACKAY "Don"
Roses are red, Violets are blue, The shorter the skirt, The better the view
Claim to Fame: His illegible handwriting
Pet Peeve: Clods who wake him during classes
Cher. Mem.: Censored
Amb.: 1) Electronic Draftman 2) a move back to Vancouver
Prob. Dest.: 1) Drafted 2) Stanley Park Zoo
Acts.: Too many for this small space

GEORGE MacMASTER
"Where am I?"
Claim to Fame: Writing those long English essays
Pet Peeve: Head on tackling practice
Cher. Mem.: Having no memory of 68 football season
Can You Imagine: George 1st string
Amb.: Marine Biologist
Prob. Dest.: Cleaning out aquariums
GEORGE MAHMOURIDES (Vorgi)
"Education is the process of driving a set of prejudices down your throat."
Claim to Fame: Being Red Cross president, twice in a row & School-Spirit-Minded
Pet Peeve: Hey Kratos...oops...I mean, George
Amb.: Pediatrician
Acts.: Volleyball 67, Red Cross Rep., Prefect, You Can't Take It With You, and being sustained by natural processes of my basic metabolism.

STRATOS MAHMOURIDES
"Life's little pleasures are hard to find."
Pet Peeve: Music library
Cher. Mem.: Hard work without doing homework
Amb.: Chartered Accountant and teacher
Prob. Dest.: Chartered Accountant and maybe a teacher
Acts.: Music Library. Choir (3 of them), Decorating Committee for 3 years, Decorating Chairman, Back Stage Crew (You Can't Take it With You), Red Cross Rep.

ANN MALLOCH
"Some folks are wise and some are otherwise...."
Claim to Fame: Her ability to go to bed Sunday night and not wake up till Friday night
Pet Peeve: Inconsiderate people
Cher. Mem.: June 4, 1967
Can You Imagine: Ann with waist-length hair?
Amb.: Medical Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Diagnosing the doctor
Acts.: N.I.L.

ANDRE MAJOR
"Even a fool, when keeping silent, is counted wise."
Claim to Fame: My ability to sing!
Pet Peeve: That certain girl's sharp teeth!
Cher. Mem.: Summer '68 and all its memories
Can You Imagine: Andre winning a dance contest?
Amb.: Full time Preacher
Prob. Dest.: "Thou shalt not steal; Thou shalt not..."

WILLIE MANDELBAUM "Zav"
"Show me a man with his nose to the grindstone and his back to the wheel, and I'll show you a noseless hunchback."
Claim to Fame: Being absent every Monday and Friday
Pet Peeve: Days in between holidays
Cher. Mem.: June 23, 1968
Can You Imagine: Willie walking to school
Amb.: Race car driver
Prob. Dest.: Mandelbaum's taxi service
Acts.: Strictly extra-curricular.

MICHELE MARSH
"Life is like a bowl of tuna. Sometimes it's good and sometimes it's not so good."
Claim to Fame: One of five
Pet Peeve: People
Cher. Mem.: Declining nomination for Student's Council Presidency
Amb.: Professor of Math or Sciences
Prob. Dest.: 3rd - rate comic
Acts.: Student's Council Vice-President, Sr., Bant., Soccer, House League, School Play, Prefect Board, Melting Pot.

ANN MALLOCH
"Some folks are wise and some are otherwise...."
Claim to Fame: Her ability to go to bed Sunday night and not wake up till Friday night
Pet Peeve: Inconsiderate people
Cher. Mem.: June 4, 1967
Can You Imagine: Ann with waist-length hair?
Amb.: Medical Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Diagnosing the doctor
Acts.: N.I.L.

MIKE MAROOLICK
"Life is like a bowl of tuna. Sometimes it's good and sometimes it's not so good."
Claim to Fame: One of five
Pet Peeve: People
Cher. Mem.: Declining nomination for Student's Council Presidency
Amb.: Professor of Math or Sciences
Prob. Dest.: 3rd - rate comic
Acts.: Student's Council Vice-President, Sr., Bant., Soccer, House League, School Play, Prefect Board, Melting Pot.

ANN MALLOCH
"Some folks are wise and some are otherwise...."
Claim to Fame: Her ability to go to bed Sunday night and not wake up till Friday night
Pet Peeve: Inconsiderate people
Cher. Mem.: June 4, 1967
Can You Imagine: Ann with waist-length hair?
Amb.: Medical Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Diagnosing the doctor
Acts.: N.I.L.

VINCENT MAROOLICK
"Life is like a bowl of tuna. Sometimes it's good and sometimes it's not so good."
Claim to Fame: One of five
Pet Peeve: People
Cher. Mem.: Declining nomination for Student's Council Presidency
Amb.: Professor of Math or Sciences
Prob. Dest.: 3rd - rate comic
Acts.: Student's Council Vice-President, Sr., Bant., Soccer, House League, School Play, Prefect Board, Melting Pot.

ANN MALLOCH
"Some folks are wise and some are otherwise...."
Claim to Fame: Her ability to go to bed Sunday night and not wake up till Friday night
Pet Peeve: Inconsiderate people
Cher. Mem.: June 4, 1967
Can You Imagine: Ann with waist-length hair?
Amb.: Medical Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Diagnosing the doctor
Acts.: N.I.L.

POPPY MAROOLICK
"Life is like a bowl of tuna. Sometimes it's good and sometimes it's not so good."
Claim to Fame: One of five
Pet Peeve: People
Cher. Mem.: Declining nomination for Student's Council Presidency
Amb.: Professor of Math or Sciences
Prob. Dest.: 3rd - rate comic
Acts.: Student's Council Vice-President, Sr., Bant., Soccer, House League, School Play, Prefect Board, Melting Pot.

ANN MALLOCH
"Some folks are wise and some are otherwise...."
Claim to Fame: Her ability to go to bed Sunday night and not wake up till Friday night
Pet Peeve: Inconsiderate people
Cher. Mem.: June 4, 1967
Can You Imagine: Ann with waist-length hair?
Amb.: Medical Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Diagnosing the doctor
Acts.: N.I.L.

ANN MALLOCH
"Some folks are wise and some are otherwise...."
Claim to Fame: Her ability to go to bed Sunday night and not wake up till Friday night
Pet Peeve: Inconsiderate people
Cher. Mem.: June 4, 1967
Can You Imagine: Ann with waist-length hair?
Amb.: Medical Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Diagnosing the doctor
Acts.: N.I.L.
NICK MAVROUDIS
"To is or not to is, that is the ask."
Claim to Fame: His sideburns, and mustache
Pet Peeve: Vegetables
Cher. Mem.: 1965-1966
Can You Imagine: Nick with a crew cut
Amb.: Class of '69
Prob. Dest.: '69 without the class
Acts.: Floor Hockey, Basketball, Volleyball.

KATHLEEN MAYER "Kathy"
"Today is the tomorrow you worried about yesterday and all is well. Don't worry."
Claim to Fame: The ability to carry a compact tube in an oblong flute case
Pet Peeve: Counting out long bars of rests at hand
Amb.: Further studies in Music
Prob. Dest.: Head page-turner of the Montreal Symphony Orchestra

BETH McAULEY
"Sarcasm is the lowest form of humour."
Claim to Fame: Impersonating Mr. South
Pet Peeve: Socks and sandals
Cher. Mem.: A certain thing a certain male gave to her that made her certain
Amb.: To be an R.N.
Prob. Dest.: A patient on the operating table
Acts.: Drama Club '67-'68 (RHS), Folk Singing Club '68 (RHS).

BOB McCOO
"Girls are like drugs to me, I go from one dope to the other."
Claim to Fame: My great gymnastic ability?
Pet Peeve: Parents
Cher. Mem.: First and last days at Monklands
Can You Imagine: Me a playboy?
Amb.: Undecided
Prob. Dest.: Bum

ROSS McINTOSH
"1. Did you do your homework?"
2. Nothing is waste that makes a memory.
Pet Peeve: People who call me "Mac"
Amb.: Working up through the ranks to become a Captain in the Canadian Navy
Prob. Dest.: Owning his own rowboat

TEDDY McINTYRE
"Ain’t no way."
Claim to Fame: Her natural cuteness
Pet Peeve: People who try to act like Cool Cats when they are not really
Cher. Mem.: The day her special one got his Triumph Bonville
Can You Imagine: Teddy not talking about her ace of hearts
Amb.: Bacheloress
Prob. Dest.: Ended up being married to a rich bachelor
Acts.: Weekends.

BONNIE McKENZIE
"People who live in glass houses should get dressed in the basement."
Claim to Fame: Same kind of shoes for years
Pet Peeve: Herbie
Cher. Mem.: June 24, 1968
Amb.: Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Spock’s mate on the Enterprise
Acts.: Volleyball, Basketball, Badminton, Tennis.

MARY McLEAN
"Why do today what you can put off till tomorrow?"
Claim to Fame: R.C.
Pet Peeve: Homework on Fridays
Cher. Mem.: July, 1966
Can You Imagine: Mary not talking about R.C.
Amb.: Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Chief cook and bottle washer.

DOUG McLELLAN
"A disk-jockey is a person who lives on pins and needles."
Claim to Fame: A great guitarist
Pet Peeve: Doing maps in Geography
Cher. Mem.: Oh Yeah?
Can You Imagine: Getting up Monday morning?
Amb.: Undecided
Prob. Dest.: The Thinker
Acts.: School

MICHAELE MENCE "Mike"
"Be it ever so humble, there’s no place like... the local pool hall."
Claim to Fame: Ability to do three hours worth of homework in three minutes
Pet Peeve: D.M.’s stories
Cher. Mem.: Summer ‘68
Can You Imagine: Mike understanding Mr. Gordon
Amb.: Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Building a whole city -- with a Meccano Set
BILLY MIGICOVSKY
"If you want to find the truth in life, don't pass music by."
Claim to Fame: The most fantastic rock-and-roll record collection ever assembled in Canada (Well, at least in N.D.G.)
Pet Peeve: (1) Not having a heading called favorite expression (2) 1916 Fruit Gum Company
Amb.: Teacher of History
Prob. Dest.: Trying to exchange solosele albums and 45's for Stereo-8 Cartridge Tapes in 20 years.

THERES Mafford
"He who laughs last laughs best."
Claim to Fame: Her smile
Pet Peeve: General Sc.
Cher. Mem.: My first winter
Can You Imagine: Therese getting married?
Amb.: A nurse
Prob. Dest.: A patient
Acts.: Choir

ANTHONY MILLER
"Life is like a lollipop, you've got to learn to lick it."
Claim to Fame: My long sideburns
Pet Peeve: Every year my homeroom is on the first floor
Cher. Mem.: The day I graduate
Can You Imagine: Me using a dictionary?
Amb.: Canadian Armed Services
Prob. Dest.: K.P.

PAT MONTREUIL
"Don't take life so seriously, you never get out of it alive."
Claim to Fame: Single earring
Pet Peeve: Being called "Patricia"
Cher. Mem.: All my cherished memories
Can You Imagine: Pat acting normal for 10 solid minutes
Amb.: To act normal
Prob. Dest.: Nat house
Acts.: Unicorn hunting.

REGINALD MOORE (Reg)
"People who take short cuts get cut short."
Claim to Fame: 6'5" of nothing--but brains
Pet Peeve: Captain of the Allspaz team (Ron Fallow)
Amb.: Electronics Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Dying from electrocution

JENNIFER MORE
"A fool must now and then be right by chance."
Claim to Fame: Bulletin board
Pet Peeve: People who don't smile
Cher. Mem.: Margaree Harbour, Summer 68
Can You Imagine: Jennifer not smiling and happy
Amb.: Occupational therapist
Prob. Dest.: End up in a sanatorium
Acts.: Decorating Committee, Melting Pot.

STEPHEN MORRISBY
"You can't really get away from it so you might as well stay and raise hell."
Claim to Fame: Being a subversive element
Pet Peeve: Spiderman
Cher. Mem.: French and Spanish--ha, ha, ha
Amb.: Political Scientist
Prob. Dest.: Riot organizer
Acts.: Attending School.

STEVEN MOSCOWITCH
"I'm a little pucecatty, Always meek and quiet, But I could be a bad girl, Although I've never tried it."
Claim to Fame: Her great stature
Pet Peeve: Having to wait for Donna (see Tolmatch)
Cher. Mem.: Boatride on Le Maclaren II with someone (special)--tall, dark, and sexy, MC
Amb.: Laboratory Technician
Prob. Dest.: Finding the right technique

MINA MOWSZOWICZ
"I never let school interfere with my education."
Claim to Fame: Her walk
Pet Peeve: That summer romance that talks too much
Cher. Mem.: Summer Soul Picnics
Can You Imagine: Mina without Penny
Amb.: Teacher
Prob. Dest.: Teaching Cld Jr.

DOUGLAS MURDOCH
"The light of the mind is the light of the universe."
Claim to Fame: Finding out the world is round
Pet Peeve: Civilization
Amb.: Live in peace with nature
Prob. Dest.: Being buried
Acts.: Food getting, Digestion, Absorption, Respiration, Assimilation, Growth, Excretion, Sensitivity, Motion, and Reproduction.
HANS MUSTER (Fingers)
"If you have had the pleasure to meet a Swiss, you're lucky, if not drop around sometime."
Claim to Fame: His long brown hair
Pet Peeve: foreigners
Cher. Mem.: March 19, 1951 - A.M.
Can You Imagine: Hans with a brush cut
Amb.: To be fruitful and multiply
Prob. Dest.: Dirty old man
Acts.: Jogging to and from school.

SHELDON NEUBERGER
"The man who said that school years were the best years of his life is either a liar or never went to school."
Claim to Fame: Unknown
Pet Peeve: Monklands
Can You Imagine: If I try hard enough
Amb.: Finding one
Prob. Dest.: 86 and still looking
Acts.: Breathing.

RON NEWTON
"In better times I prayed, That meagre whims and thoughts, Would come to pass, To better my life, To better my virtues, To lessen my failing. A bitter cold, A bitter heat, The times grew worse, Now for only better times I prayed, Now probable destination unknown."
Acts.: Jr., Int., Sr., and Concert Bands, Melting Pot, Decorating Committee.

BILL NICHOLSON
"If the birds and bees can do it. Why can't I? I like flying."
Claim to Fame: Tall, dark and, oh well, two out of three
Pet Peeve: Those five days between the weekends
Cher. Mem.: Finding a nylon stocking and a note on his locker
Can You Imagine: Bill being knocked-kneed?
Amb.: Writer
Prob. Dest.: Writing biography for the next ten years
Acts.: Attending school.

JANET O'MARA
Claim to Fame: Ability to look innocent
Pet Peeve: People who don't share their homework
Cher. Mem.: Summer of '67
Can You Imagine: Janet handing in her assignments on time
Amb.: Commercial artist
Prob. Dest.: Commercial artist.

BARBARA PAINE "Barb"
"If you want to live happy, live without a master."
Claim to Fame: Exchanging clothes with Nan & Gail
Pet Peeve: Coming home early on Saturday nights
Cher. Mem.: Washing motorcycles
Amb.: Pilot
Prob. Dest.: Crash landing in her own back yard

SALLY PAISH
"People with hook noses shouldn't smoke Benson & Hedges!"
Claim to Fame: Cheeshire Cat Grin
Pet Peeve: Fake laughs
Cher. Mem.: Diamond
Can You Imagine: Sally a hippo
Amb.: Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea

VELMA PANKRATZ
"Help stamp out quicksand."
Claim to Fame: Her smile
Pet Peeve: Music Library
Cher. Mem.: First day at Monklands
Amb.: To leave my footsteps in the sands of time
Prob. Dest.: Beachcomber

BRENT PARKER
"Man has his will, but woman has her way."
Claim to Fame: Constantly chewing gum
Pet Peeve: Those hard classroom chairs
Can You Imagine: Brenda without gum
Amb.: Nurse
Prob. Dest.: Doctor, may I sit this operation out, I don't like blood

BOB PEARCEY
"A bird in the hand makes it very hard to blow your nose."
Claim to Fame: Being able to avoid a French Speech
Pet Peeve: French, History, Chemistry, etc.
Cher. Mem.: Not being asked to write a single essay for Mr. McGee
Amb.: Getting out
Prob. Dest.: Staying in
Acts.: Getting to school on time every day.
ANNA PERRIN
"He who laughs last, has to have the joke explained."
Claim to Fame: Saturday night "Tipsy Time!"
Pet Peeve: "clean saddle shoes"
Cher. Mem.: One 48 hr. Friday night
Can You Imagine: Anna acting as if she were sober
Amb.: Social Worker
Prob. Dest.: Permanent tenant at the local Salvation Army Depot

HOLLY PERRIN
"Life used to be so simple...."
Claim to Fame: Those letters from Edmonton
Pet Peeve: People who don't act themselves
Cher. Mem.: Vancouver, B.C.
Can You Imagine: Holly being in love with Big Ed
Amb.: To travel
Prob. Dest.: One-way ticket to Siberia
Acts.: Archery, Gymnastics.

LINDA PIKE
"When you reach the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang on!"
Claim to Fame: Attending school regularly and always being on time
Amb.: To become famous
Prob. Dest.: Selling basketballs in a Chinese laundry
Banner Rep. 68-69, Decorating Committee.
Can You Imagine: Linda not being with Bryan?

MARION PLEMMING
"The essence of art is concealing the artistry.
Claim to Fame: A paintbrush
Pet Peeve: 8:15 Thursday morning
Banner meetings
Cher. Mem.: July 15, 1967
Amb.: Art Teacher
Prob. Dest.: Marrying a bearded poet in Yorkville
Acts.: Junior, Intermed. & Concert Bands, Banner Art Editor '69, Decorating Committee, Class President '65/66, '67/68.

BONNIE PLUMMER
"The Moving Finger writes, and having writ, Moves on: nor all they Pierre nor wit, Shall lure it back to cancel half a line, Nor all thy Tears wash out a word of it."
Claim to Fame: Her outgoing personality
Amb.: Secretary for 2 years then to College
Prob. Dest.: Degree in nail filing
Cher. Mem.: CHUCK

VERONICA RADE
"For what ever men say in their blindness, And despite their fancies of youth, There is nothing so kingly as kindness, And nothing so royal as truth."
Claim to Fame: Her ability to speak 5 languages
Pet Peeve: People who are always late
Amb.: To be an Interpreter
Prob. Dest.: Interpreting her teen- age daughter

JUDY RANCE
Claim to Fame: Her neurotic giggle
Pet Peeve: Getting screamed at
Cher. Mem.: June 4, 1968
Can You Imagine: Judy in a maxi skirt
Amb.: To get a Bachelor (of Education)
Prob. Dest.: To get an Education.

UWE RASMUSSEN
"A friend in need is a pain in the neck."
Claim to Fame: Quiet personality
Pet Peeve: Work
Cher. Mem.: Passing all Gr. 10 final exams
Can You Imagine: Uwe awake
Amb.: Undecided
Prob. Dest.: Join the army.
KATHRYN REED
"If at first you don’t succeed, ask him if he has a brother."
Claim to Fame: Getting kicked out of the library
Pet Peeve: September 4, 1968
Cher. Mem.: June 23, 1969
Can You Imagine: Kathy as a school teacher
Amb.: Elementary School Teacher
Prob. Dest.: Bringing up her own brood for someone else to teach
Acts.: Going to school.

MARY-JANE RICCIARDI
"You don’t need money…. A smile costs nothing."
Claim to Fame: Three of them
Pet Peeve: The see-through fire escapes
Amb.: A successful secretary in a well-to-do business firm
Prob. Dest.: Secretary

GARY ROBBINS
"Was verrnunftig ist, das ist wirklich: und was wirklich ist, das ist verrnunftig."
Claim to Fame: Psychedelic Basement
Pet Peeve: People who want the lights out
Cher. Mem.: Friday nights at Expo
Amb.: To get out of Monklands one way or another
Prob. Dest.: Dearly Beloved we are gathered here today to…..

DONNA ROBERTS
"Old enough to know better, young enough to do it again."
Claim to Fame: Driving ability
Pet Peeve: A jealous boyfriend
Cher. Mem.: (My first date) grade one sweetheart
Can You Imagine: Donna studying on a Saturday night
Amb.: Nurse
Prob. Dest.: Married with three kids.

ELIZABETH ROBERTS "Liz"
"Going steady is for the birds, "Tweet Tweet, where do I land?"
Claim to Fame: That big red apple at recess
Pet Peeve: People who whisper the wrong answer
Amb.: Phys. Ed. Instructor
Prob. Dest.: Stealing the keys to someone's heart

KAREN ROBERTS
"Love is a many splendoured thing, isn't it?"
Claim to Fame: Having a certain picture with her all the time
Pet Peeve: People asking if she and Sandie are sisters and wondering who looks older
Cher. Mem.: Sept 5/68 Conference
Amb.: Child Psychologist
Prob. Dest.: Trying to analyze her own
Acts.: Attending school.

NANCY ROBERTS
"A little learning is a dangerous thing
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring."
Claim to Fame: Being 5 foot one for 3 years
Pet Peeve: Having your home room on the third floor 2 years in a row
Cher. Mem.: My first Christmas in the Gaspe
Can You Imagine: Nancy as 5'8"
Amb.: To join Canadian Armed Forces
Prob. Dest.: She'll do it
Acts.: Decorating Committee

PATRICIA ROBINSON "Pat, Tribe"
"A successful man has more money than he can spend. A successful woman can find this man."
Pet Peeve: Pigtail-pullers and calf-high knee socks
Cher. Mem.: 5 1/2 years in England, 7 years in Jamaica
Amb.: To become a dietitian, then travel

STEVE ROBINSON
"Every family tree has its sap."
Claim to Fame: Flaking out in Phys. Ed. class
Pet Peeve: (1) not becoming a prefect (2) Toronto
Cher. Mem.: Grade 10 History with Mr. Bernstein
Can You Imagine: (1) Steve being a prefect (2) Steve living in Toronto
Amb.: Electronics Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Floor-sweeper in Audio-Visual Room.

WILLIAM RODMAN
"School days are the best days of our life. Too bad we have to waste them in school."
Pet Peeve: Five days of the week
Cher. Mem.: I wish I had one
Can You Imagine: William as a football player?
Amb.: Electronic Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Designing the electronic mouse trap.
Suzin Rosenbloom
"Obesity is a condition which proves that the Lord does not help those who help themselves, and help themselves, and help themselves."
Claim to Fame: 1. Howard's jokes at band practice 2. Louis and his "%osals"
Amb.: Child psychologist
Prob. Dest.: Professional Babysitter
Acts.: Volleyball, Banner, Student Council, Junior, Inter. & Concert Bands.

Doug Ross
"To all Grade 10 pupils; My deepest sympathy to you and all that follow you, in the forth coming years."
Claim to Fame: 1. Those long walks at recess 2. Those fantastic loads of books he carried around in Grade 9 Pet Peeve: Kids who get away with long hair
Cher. Mem.: May 12, 1952
Amb.: Getting rich
Can You Imagine: Doug, 6'2", 212 lbs
Prob. Dest.: Safe-Cracker
Acts.: Breathing.

Jaset Ross
"School is an institution which keeps teachers off the streets."
Claim to Fame: She is the quiet type; only opens her mouth to change feet Pet Peeve: Shirts without ties in school, muddy football games, snow not good enough for snowballs, wet rinks
Amb.: R. N.
Prob. Dest.: Registered Nurse
Acts.: Choir '65-'66, Student's Council '66-'67, Decorating, Basketball, Badminton, Prefect.

Beverley Russell
"If wisdom is dangerous, I'm harmless."
Claim to Fame: Those certain eyelashes Pet Peeve: All types of math Cher. Mem.: Meeting a S. L. on Sept. 4
Can You Imagine: No, I can't Amb.: Teacher
Prob. Dest.: Learning how to count

Margaret Savage (Peggy)
"Love consists of four letters only, but has a story longer than life would permit to tell!"
Claim to Fame: Unobvious existence Cher. Mem.: Beaver Lake, Sept. 24, 1966
Can You Imagine: Peggy without her little Drummer Boy?
Amb.: Country-Western singer
Prob. Dest.: Marrying one!
Acts.: M.H.S. Choir (4 yrs), Mixed Chorale (2 yrs), Red Cross Rep., Decorative Committee

Ralph Schleichkorn
"It is wise to be good to the little man on the way up, for you may need him on the way down."
Claim to Fame: His good looks Pet Peeve: Chemistry and Physics labs
Amb.: Engineer
Prob. Dest.: "Engineering" model car and airplane construction kits
Acts.: Junior, Int. and Concert Bands, Ski Club, House League Sports, and (ex) army Cadet.

Libi Schiffman
"The closest thing to nothing that anything can be but still be something, is the Montreal Alouettes "Football Team"
Claim to Fame: Name Pet Peeve: Cloudy nights Cher. Mem.: Seeing Orion for the first time Can You Imagine: Anyone pronouncing Libi's name correct on the first attempt, or even the second?
Amb.: Undecided
Acts.: Debating, Public Speaking.

Michael Scott
"Most accidents are caused by drivers hugging the wrong curves."
Claim to Fame: His way of getting around people, especially teachers Cher. Mem.: A certain girl from Toronto Pet Peeve: Tall People Amb.: Racing car driver
Prob. Dest.: Taking the family on a Sunday drive
LINDA SHENDALL

"Here's to one and only one, And may that one be he. Who loves but one and only one, And may that one be me!"
Claim to Fame: Her angelic smile and devil's eyes
Pet Peeve: Helene's perfume at 8:30 A.M.
Cher. Mem.: That certain someone and happy days
Amb.: To get her teaching license
Prob. Dest.: To get her marriage license
Acts.: Reading, Riting, Rithmetic, Red Cross Rep.

SANDRA SHEVLOFF (Malcolm)

"There is no such thing as good or bad, but thinking makes it so."
Claim to Fame: Imported from Malcolm Campbell High
Pet Peeve: (1) Looking like a bunny rabbit (2) being teased about her laugh
Cher. Mem.: Summers in Cape Ann
Amb.: (1) to travel (2) to become a nurse
Prob. Dest.: Travelling Playboy Bunny
Acts.: Tennis, Volleyball, Badminton, Basketball, and Prefect Board.

NANCY SHINERSON

"I'm going to pass this year or bust. Rather than stay next year and rust."
Claim to Fame: My big green eyes
Cher. Mem.: Good old Mr. Williams
Can You Imagine: Me (Nancy) not doing my homework
Pet Peeve: Facing my French Class
Amb.: Commercial Artist
Prob. Dest.: Finishing Grade 11
Acts.: Student Council 66-67, 68-69, Librarian Assistant 68, (Folk Club 65) Club 15 and many others.

BILL SHUGAR

Biographies are dumb.

SUZETTE SIMMONS

"I came, I saw, and now I'm leaving"
Claim to Fame: "Aunt Jenima" remember the sleep-in at the church
Pet Peeve: Racism
Cher. Mem.: My two years stay in Canada
Can You Imagine: Me the P.M.'s wife -- ha
Amb.: Navy Officer
Prob. Dest.: Sailing the Seven Seas
Acts.: Choir.

MARY ANN SMIDA

"Even a fish wouldn't get in trouble if he kept his mouth shut."
Claim to Fame: Those meetings with Kenny between periods
Pet Peeve: Kenny leaving school a year before her
Cher. Mem.: "2368"
Can You Imagine: Can you imagine Mary Ann short and fat?
Amb.: Fashion model or secretary
Prob. Dest.: Secretary for Roberts and Sons
Acts.: Club 15, and Badminton.

CAROLE SORIANO

"Strength is a man's charm, Charm is a woman's strength."
Amb.: Social Worker

LOUISE SMITH

"Never allow school to interfere with your education."
Claim to Fame: Five feet short
Pet Peeve: Tons of homework on the weekend
Can You Imagine: Louise 5'12"
Cher. Mem.: Skiing at Madonna 67-68
Amb.: Teacher
Prob. Dest.: Being taught by a grade one genius
Acts.: Red Cross Secretary, Decorating Committee.
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STEPHANIE SPENCER "Steve" "Steph"

"Love me, or Leave me. Hey where are you going?"
Claim to Fame: (1) Her big brown eyes (2) the incident in the Coppers Building in Pittsburgh
Pet Peeve: People who think they're better than others
Cher. Mem.: Grade 10 and Pittsburgh trip
Amb.: To go around the world
Acts.: Jr., Int., and Concert Bands, Student Council Rep. 66,
NEIL STOCKER

"Do unto others as you would have them do unto you."

Claim to Fame: Rifle-shooting ability (in the upper '80s), ability to survive in the country with nothing except clothes

Pet Peeve: If I have to look up to see people

Amb.: Marine Biologist

Prob. Dest.: Wrestling alligators in the St. Lawrence River

Acts.: Basketball, Reading, Skiing, Tennis, Carpentry.

PAMELA STEPHENSON "Pam"

"As breathing is my life, I must know what I dare not dare."

Claim to Fame: Doing Transcendental Meditation during classes

Pet Peeve: People who condemn something without trying it

Cher. Mem.: (1) August 17, 1966 (2) meeting Canadian Club

Amb.: To be an equestrian and have a kennel of show Collies

Prob. Dest.: Joining a freak colony with Naomi.

MARY SUTHERLAND

"We have nothing to fear but fear itself, and the bogie-man."

Claim to Fame: An innocent exterior that hides the inners

Pet Peeve: 8:00 basketball practices

Cher. Mem.: Tripping over the poppy wreath at the Assembly

Amb.: B.S.C.

Prob. Dest.: B.A.
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TOVA SZAJNFELD

"When nuclear dust has extinguished their better, all the turtles remaining wear people-necked sweaters."

Claim to Fame: Biggest, roughest, greenish, brownish eyes

Cher. Mem.: Summer '68

Acts.: Banner Rep., Choir, Melting Pot, Milk Bar, Banner Activities Co-editor.

GAIL THOMS

"Flattery consists of soft soap and soft soap consists of 90% lye."

Claim to Fame: Her long eyelashes

Pet Peeve: Unfriendly people

Cher. Mem.: The parties of '68

Can You Imagine: Gail being optimistic?

Amb.: Teacher

Prob. Dest.: Being taught a few things


BOB SWEENEY

"It is not as advisable to cultivate a respect for the law as much as for the right."

Claim to Fame: For me it should be

Claim to Infamy

Pet Peeve: Dumb people

Amb.: 24 Sussex Drive

Prob. Dest.: Official Dumb waiter at 24 Sussex Drive

Acts.: Bantam and Sr. Soccer, Jr. Basketball, Houseleague Sports, Bridge Club, Drama Club, Current Events Club, Melting Pot Editor '68, Student Councillor President.
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SANDOR TALLER

"Live today; forget the care of the future."

Claim to Fame: Getting the chemistry homework that takes up almost all the evening in the week

Cher. Mem.: Band exchange trip to Pittsburgh

Can You Imagine: My finding the right page in music

Amb.: Electrical Engineer

Prob. Dest.: Farmer


DONNA TOLMATCH

"Some dresses are so tiny that a gal who wants to be covered had better leave the price tag on."

Claim to Fame: Her beauty mark

Pet Peeve: People who don't like her bird-Bluebell

Cher. Mem.: Her hippy wedding

Amb.: Research Chemist

Prob. Dest.: Searching for the right elements


DONNA LEIGH TINKLER "Tinkler Bun"

"If at first you don't succeed, ask him if he has an older brother."

Claim to Infamy: Her laugh

Pet Peeve: (1) Mugs (2) Dumb blondes that whine

Cher. Mem.: Last summer up in Rawdon with the whole gang

Amb.: Nursing

Prob. Dest.: Plumping out without hitching herself to a doctor

NANCY TOMKINSON
"It is better to have done something and failed than to have done nothing and succeeded."
Claim to Fame: Her great mathematical ability
Pet Peeve: The five days before the weekend
Cher. Mem.: First music class with Mr. Blair
Amb.: Dietitian
Prob. Dest.: Dying of starvation
Acts.: Jr., Int., Sr. and Concert Bands.

ARCHIE TUCK
"It takes a powerful magic to spill blood and not be overtaken by blood's revenge."
Claim to Fame: My car on a rainy day
Pet Peeve: Girls with superstructural hair and short-skirted girls with titanic legs
Cher. Mem.: Lori Anne
Amb.: MacDonald, teaching
Prob. Dest.: Ambitions fulfilled and living in Ontario
Acts.: Concert Band, Volleyball.

MICHAEL UYTTEBROEK
"I want to be a maple tree or watch me walk a straight line."
Claim to Fame: Dingo boots
Pet Peeve: Being called veg., broken drumsticks, haircuts
Cher. Mem.: Sunshine of Your love at Alpino Lodge
Amb.: Long-haired bum and ex-drummer of the Cream
Prob. Dest.: Playing drums for G. H. V. B.

KEN VEGOTSKY
"Most automobile accidents happen when you hug the wrong curve."
Claim to Fame: His "punny" jokes
Pet Peeve: Against people who hold grudges
Amb.: Professor of Science
Prob. Dest.: Professor of Idiocy
Cher. Mem.: That J. H. with the letter - June 21st
Acts.: 3 year Student Council, President of the Coin & Stamp Club, V. P. Chess Club, 2 years Clipboard Rep., Class President, Prefect.

CATHY VICKERS
"When a rogue kisses you, count your teeth."
Claim to Fame: Laughing when she shouldn't be
Pet Peeve: People who tell her she's naive
Cher. Mem.: Summer 67 and August 28, 1968
Can You Imagine: Cathy having nothing to say
Amb.: Typist
Prob. Dest.: Typing her letter of resignation.

DIANE WAKEFORD
"Women's faults are many, Men have only two, Everything they say, And everything they do."
Claim to Fame: Petit and quiet
Pet Peeve: Always being teased
Cher. Mem.: Wells, Maine, and her early morning walks along the beach
Amb.: Rich, private secretary
Prob. Dest.: Secretary

ART WADE
"It is better to have loved and lost than to have never loved at all."
"Oh yeah!"
Claim to Fame: His wavy hair
Pet Peeve: School
Cher. Mem.: None -- yet
Can You Imagine: Art working hard in school?
Amb.: Electronic Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Fixing Pop-Up Toasters.

DIANE WAKEMAN
"Women's faults are many, Men have only two, Everything they say, And everything they do."
Claim to Fame: Petit and quiet
Pet Peeve: Always being teased
Cher. Mem.: Wells, Maine, and her early morning walks along the beach
Amb.: Rich, private secretary
Prob. Dest.: Secretary

BARBARA WEBB "Barb"
"If I had a quotation, it wouldn't be original."
Claim to Fame: Being tall isn't completely bad -- at least the air up here isn't polluted
Amb.: Central Baptist Seminary in Toronto or Secretarial work
Prob. Dest.: Efficient housewife or secretary at Monklands
Acts.: Prefect Board, 67-69, Steno Pool, Choir 64-66, Volleyball, Gymnastics, Figure Skating, Class Treasurer 67-68, Bible Club 64-67.

BRUCE WEBSTER
"Experience keeps a man who makes the same mistake twice from admiting it the third time around."
Claim to Fame: Getting correct answers in physics and then forgetting how he got them when Mrs. Greener asks
Amb.: Architect
Prob. Dest.: Putting Kenner plastic buildings together in Eaton's toy department
Acts.: Concert Band, Curling, Ski Club, Inter-Provincial Student Exchange.

LORRAINE WALLACE
"Here I sit in a daze all day helping teachers earn their pay."
Claim to Fame: Her other half
Pet Peeve: People who think I'm Lois
Cher. Mem.: Getting out of Monklands
Can You Imagine: Lorraine getting out of Monklands
Amb.: Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Typing teacher in Monklands
Acts.: Red Cross Rep.
NORMAN WEINSTEIN (Norm)
"Most accidents happen when drivers hug the wrong curves."
Claim to Fame: His remarkable ability to do History in Physics period, Physics in Trig period, Trig in French period, French in English period -- and get away with it!
Amb.: Electronic Engineer
Prob. Dest.: Selling light bulbs from door to door
Acts.: Junior, Senior, and Concert Bands, Audio-Visual Staff, Class Sports.

GAIL WHITE
"Be good and you'll be happy, but you'll miss a lot of fun."
Claim to Fame: Those long eyelashes
Pet Peeve: People who put other people down.
Cher. Mem.: Fitting three in the front of a "Brilli." (Brilli.
Amb.: Airline Stewardess
Prob. Dest.: Co-pilot??

DOUG WILSON
"If I have but one life to live, let me live it with a blonde."
Claim to Fame: Working (?) at a certain sports store
Pet Peeve: Playing a book and getting a slice
Cher. Mem.: Beating Chomedey 7-6 for city championship
Amb.: Millionaire
Prob. Dest.: Pennies from Heaven

LEO WONG
"All great men think alike. So, I'm different."
Claim to Fame: Notorious Genius
Pet Peeve: 1. sober prefects 2. fire drills 3. five years of high school
Cher. Mem.: The day I met D.B.
Can You Imagine: Leo being Wong throughout his life
Amb.: First man on the moon
Prob. Dest.: Moonshiner
Acts.: Breathing, growing old and loving it.

LILY WONG
"You see things; and you say why? But I dream things that never were; and I say why not?"
Claim to Fame: Quiet Nature
Pet Peeve: Senseless arguments
Cher. Mem.: Top secret
Can You Imagine: Lily throwing a tantrum
Amb.: To travel
Prob. Dest.: A hobo
Acts.: Volleyball, Badminton.

RODNEY WOO
"Man is the only animal that eats when he is not hungry, drinks when he is not thirsty, and makes love at all seasons."
Claim to Fame: Being Glen Woo's brother
Pet Peeve: (1) When someone asks if I am Glen Woo's brother (2) When someone says that I look a lot like Glen Woo
Amb.: Advertising
Prob. Dest.: Pinning up posters saying "I am Glen Woo's brother"
Acts.: Girl-watching.

GEORGE WOODLEY
"Mabrikiy say: Censored...."
Claim to Fame: Those "penetrating" blue eyes, and his Chief Operator badge
Cher. Mem.: May 29, 1968 (in the evening)
Amb.: To love....er....to live long
Prob. Dest.: Corner of St. Laurent Blvd. and St. Catherine Street
Acts.: red Cross Executive (records), Audio Visual Executive.

EDNA YATES
"Laugh and the class laughs with you; but you serve the detention alone."
Claim to Fame: Quiet nature
Pet Peeve: When all the clocks in the school say a different time
Cher. Mem.: The day I entered Monkslands High School
Can You Imagine: Edna going without a cup of tea all day?
Amb.: Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Learning shorthand

NANCY YOUNG
"Don't wait for your ship to come in. Row out and meet it."
Claim to Fame: Silence is golden
Pet Peeve: People who laugh at Volkswagons
Cher. Mem.: Summer 1968
Can You Imagine: Nancy disturbing the class?
Amb.: Secretary
Prob. Dest.: Cleaning offices

MARGARET ZIPAY
"The moon, like a flower in heaven's high bower, with silent delight sits and smiles on the nights."
Claim to Fame: Her good sense of humour
Pet Peeve: Heavy textbooks
Amb.: Ire Ad Academiam
Prob. Dest.: An educated Kindergarten pupil
Candids

Is the King Really Worth It?

Ban Won't Wear Off....

Ahoy Mates! I See a Fish!

Giddy-Up!

Take 5 For 50....

No Matter What Shape Your Stomach's In....

LC.
BAD LUCK

Kristine Vicmanus

How many times have you gone through a day which has been so unlucky that you could scream? Well, for me, today was just such a day.

Although it was Saturday, I had to get up at eight o'clock. There was a ten o'clock sale at Morgan's on leather coats and I wanted to get there early for a good selection. Unfortunately the alarm clock forgot to wake me up, or may be I forgot to wind it up, so I awoke, slightly late, at precisely one thirty-three in the afternoon.

I decided against going to Morgan's, as there would probably be nothing worthwhile left to buy. I was to meet my friend Tobi at Etcetera, a store in Snowdon, at two o'clock, so I had to hurry. I got dressed, but in my haste I tore a button off my blouse. I didn't have time to sew it back on and it didn't really show anyway.

I rushed downstairs for some toast and coffee, but I "charcoal burned" my toast, so I only had coffee. I ran up-stairs and brushed my teeth. Then down the stairs I went, yanked on my coat, hat, and boots, grabbed my purse, and ran out the door.

I almost flew to the bus stop, halting only for the red traffic light. Wouldn't you know it? While I was waiting for the light to change, the bus I should have caught went by. I walked across the street, but just before the curb, I slipped on a patch of ice, and fell. Just then a car turned the corner and splashed me. It wasn't water, or even slush. It was just that wet, filthy snow that is on the street during the winter. I cleaned my coat off and resigned myself to wait ten minutes for the next bus.

It was already two-fifteen. Tobi would be pretty angry at me, since she is always on time. I thought she probably wouldn't even wait for me. The bus came. I got on and paid my fare. I had to stand, though, because the bus was crowded. I forgot to take a transfer, so I asked the bus driver for one. He said he wouldn't give me one, and that I should have taken one when I came on. He made me very angry so I talked back to him. As a result, he threw me off the bus. This was very unfortunate because as I was leaving the bus, I tripped over the bottom step, fell down, and broke my leg.

I am writing this in my nice soft bed. I hope that Fate will take pity on me and release me from this terrible jinx.

Oops! I spilled my medicine.

EMOTIONAL FLIGHT

Diane Chouinard

She taxis down the runway of indifference, Then, after gaining the speed and lift she needs, She soars high into a sky of delight.

But all too soon, she loses her momentum And drifts slowly down to the field of boredom once more. Her flight was short, but left her serene in her sadness.

THE CREATOR

David Rolberg

In the beginning there was only himself and the void. So he, the almighty one, stepped from the infinite darkness and said:--

"Let there be light!"

And there was light. With the light came knowledge and with this vast knowledge, the great one made a world, a lovely world for him to gaze upon, to look upon, and to show beauty where there was nothing before. But, not yet satisfied, he again took the knowledge and shaped it into wondrous things to cover his planet with. He then lay back and contemplated the richness and splendor of the world he owned, and decided he was still not satisfied. He wanted a companion, someone to talk to and share his world, so with the remaining knowledge he made one, and he named him God.
He ran silently, like flowing water. With an unerring sense of direction he beat his path, his shrewd muscles rippling under the beautiful ebony black of his hide that gleamed and sparkled in the crackling light behind him. His ears were small and sharp, his eyes and nose, keen. Cr-r-ash-sh! A tree wavered in the air and came thudding down behind him, alive with flames; somewhere an animal screamed fearfully in the night. His silky paws quickened their pace and the ground flew away under him—things blurred.

Two striped antelope shot out of the red nightmare and past him, scared and bullet-like. A powerful lioness, golden-brown, leaped by him and was gone like a flash into the thickening blue haze of the jungle. A frenzied bull-elephant belowed and raged in the falling jungle, trapped by the angry flames that leapt up higher and higher, licking the sky, with their yellow tongues. The Panther was not the only animal whose instinct, whose nose and eyes and fear drove him from the advancing horror.

His eyes burned. His ribcage swelled and his heart pumped at a frightening rate. Yet he still moved like liquid, sure and steadily, darting in and out of the catching vines and dark green creepers. On and on he went, never stopping, never once slowing.

At last, though, he came to a low spreading tree that was naked and dead. He sprang up to one of the branches to rest, to sniff the air, to get his direction. He sat there for a moment, poised gracefully, ready to move. He was a beautiful spectacle, his black gleaming form silhouetted by the yellow fire that danced in the background; his eyes, two cold pools of fathomless, shimmering black; and his long ivory claws digging violently into the bark as he sniffed the air.

With grace and ease he slipped down to the ground and disappeared, bounding off into the trees again, his long tail curling behind him. At that instant the tree that he had abandoned, the branch that he had just sprung from, became one body of laughing, jeering flame.

On and on went the Panther; on and on, the other animals, for hours, for a seeming eternity as they fled the falling jungle.

PATIENCE
Khazal Paradis

Jeeves had been planning it for a long time. He was now in his tenth year of service to Mr. Porter and to Jeeves's mind, and rightly so, he had won the confidence of his master. Mr. Porter was an unmarried, old man. He was very eccentric and it had taken a while for his household to adapt itself to his strict timetable. He was a fervent lover of animals and kept a lot of his menagerie indoors, which gave the house an unpleasant zoo-smell.

Jeeves had a few collaborators in his plan, also of the domestics. Jennings was to keep with the old man from six in the morning till lunch time and Moore would stick with him from lunch till bed time. Thus Mr. Porter was well-watched and any clue leading to the whereabouts of his fortune would not be missed. When the information needed would have been secured, Jeeves would dispose of the old man. Of course, they would all share the loot in case of success.

Meanwhile it was more and more difficult for Jeeves to remain "cool, calm, and collected," as he was expected to be. Some obstacles seemed to be impossible to overcome; for instance, Mr. Porter was always well-guarded by a faithful St. Bernard who never left his side. Many other difficulties were probably to be met, and Jeeves was torturing his mind trying to anticipate them and find a way out. But after ten years he had had the time to lay out his plans to what he thought was last and most minute detail.

One day, Mr. Porter caught pneumonia. He was very ill and the doctors couldn't do anything to help. Mr. Porter knew he was going to pass away and he called up Jeeves. This was the conversation they had:

"My dear Jeeves, you know I'm going to leave you, and please don't say the contrary."

"Of course, sir."

"As you probably already know, I have no heirs to my fortune. I shall therefore set a fair deal before you. You have ten days to guess my riddle, and if by that time you have not found the hiding place of my money, it will go to the charities. Near the chicken with bright feathers there lay..."
At these words the old man died. Confused thoughts whizzed through Jeeves' mind. So close to having the reward of the ten years of faithful service; oh! how maddening. What did the old man mean? What bright chicken? He must find it by himself. Nobody was going to share what was intended for him alone. The money would fall in his hands like a ripe fruit.

Then he started to think about the riddle. For five days he pondered and searched, but to no avail. By the ninth day he was a nervous wreck and trembled all the time. On the tenth day he could not endure it any more. He became raving mad. After his ten years of waiting this was too much. He jumped off a bridge and disappeared forever.

Now, Mr. Porter had always thought Jeeves a bright man. No thought had lingered in his mind that Jeeves would not guess his obvious riddle. So he had thought it useless to contact the charities for he had had complete trust in Jeeves' mind. And the treasure still lies untouched.

THE STILL SAD MUSIC 
OF HUMANITY
Images of a summer night

S. Morrisey

In his one-room apartment he patiently waits for his old age pension. He has to be patient. What can an old man, bent with arthritis, do, but sit and wait? Wait for tomorrow. Wait for the day after tomorrow. Wait his life away.

Soup and bread for lunch; less for breakfast, and not much more for supper. His biggest problem is not money, although that it a constant worry; it is loneliness. Never anyone to talk to. The world moves so fast--jet-age, space age, teenage--but old age somehow does not fit into the scheme.

The doctors stick you full of needles and fill your mouth with pills to keep you alive a few years longer... and for what? To be a lonely old man?

In his one-room apartment overlooking the factories and docks the old man prays for freedom from this life. It is a hot night and the water looks so inviting. Maybe he'll be free tonight.

Riot and rampage. Bum, baby, bum. Soul brother. Cocktails thrown through windows. Televisions and lamps are grabbed; this is better than the installment plan. Run, man, run--through that alleyway. No one sees. No one hears. No one cares.

Black skin against the red brick in the black night.
"Up against the walls," yells the white cop.

Mace, Bullets. TV cameras catch all of the action live and in living colour on C.B.S.

A black man against the wall cries, cries for freedom in this life. The cop frisks him and he is taken to the station.

This evening's cocktail party was the social event of the week. Mrs. Wells - hostess "(extraordinaire"--with her caps sparkling, kept the glasses filled as a good hostess does. All the gossip unfit to print was exchanged and all were happy.
The party ended at 4 a.m. and the coloured maid, after putting the lamp shades back on the lamps, picking up glasses, and wiping up spills, put on her coat and left.

"Whiteys", she says as she leaves.

Most bus stops are the same. Just a steel pole with a sign telling the bus route's number. Wearily the coloured maid climbs the steps and drops her ticket into the box. She walks down the aisle and sits down beside an old, bent, white-haired man who is on his way to the bridge for his freedom. Behind her sits a black man just out of jail on bail returning to hell.

The coloured maid sighs and nods off to sleep as the still sad music plays on.

SUBTERRANEAN HOME BLUES

Jennifer Anderson

And when I was sad, and lost from home,
I came by a brook
Which I misstook
For a ditch in which I could sit and
Think.

Of reasons why I should go home again,
To mother and father and their 2.6 kids
Living in a two by six cardboard box,
And all their crutches, piled into one big mess
Consuming, consuming, consuming

Until, at length, they had become Suburban rust
All brown and dry and hiding the shine beneath.

So feeling more miserable in my own

cracking world

I looked up in the sky of
Vast blueness,
And to my surprise
A cloud appeared to be tumbling along
Without a care, without a world, without a sign
Of defeat,
And it suddenly occurred to me
That the most wonderful thing I could ever do,
Would be to jump in a cloud.

And then I was reaching with all my might
Til my fingertips could touch her fleecy down,
So my legs could clamber noisily
After me,
Who was in ecstasy,
Floating and floundering in a dumpling of steam,
That beckoned and enwrapped and spoke of
Far off place,
A luscious dizziness of scarlet and shades
Of pomegranate,
And tossings and softness
And Freedom.

Within a vacuum, a muffled sigh,
Lay I,
In my bed of dandelion fluff
And candy floss
With ostrich feather pillows strewn beneath me
Like blackets of woven snowflakes
And stuffed with cotton flowers.
My playmate became restless and weighted
With warning raindrops;
Her flaxen hair turning old and gray
And as old dreams grow thin
So had she.

And alas, I fell through her grayness
Bearing downward, downward,
Whilst her misty arms begged me to stay
And flailed in my passing breeze.
And my eyes again, came to rest on the
Brook
Who bubbled and gurgled and lapped at
My hot hands,
As its laughter sang
"Hurry Home"
So I did.

A THOUSAND THANKS,
WORLD OF MAN
YOU ARE TRULY KIND

Michael Margolick

Yes, I had wandered through the limitless void of the universe. I had climbed the ice mountains and swum the gaseous rivers of many distant planets. I had roamed throughout the plastic forests and aluminum lakes of countless spheres of rock and lava. I had visited the crystal monsters, the silver insects, the silicon octopods, the steel anemones of places remote by eons and parsecs. I had ridden on the fiery
trails of comets and danced interminable waltzes with binary stars; I had tossed meteors to their flaming deaths, like pebbles in a brook.

But I wandered aimlessly, randomly, without purpose. I was restless. The singing caves did not please me. The mercury pools did not soothe my aching body. The taste of gold nectar did not satisfy my soul. I could find no fulfilment and so I roamed like a particle of dust—weak, insignificant, and empty.

Until———oh, until that glorious moment when I found your beautiful planet and you welcomed me with open arms. You took me in; you fed and nurtured me and watched me grow. I knew earth was my resting place. The wonders of the cosmos lost whatever power they had had and no more did I long to find a home, for the earth was ideal.

Yet now, as I look back, I see all was not easy. There were hard times—times when you almost exiled me, never to return; but I appealed and your minds softened to my cries. Slowly and surely, we became friends. I became a part of you, and you, a part of me. We were inseparable.

After many centuries, you started to build, to sow and reap. I saw huts and villages, fire, and steam. I saw men crawling like ants through green meadows. I saw you grow and civilize and come together... and our affection grew stronger for it. Alexander the Great, Genghis Khan, Julius Caesar— their names, blended with cries of victory, echoed off the hills.

Then slowly, and for some strange reason, you began to belittle yourselves in front of me. You asked for my friendship. You began...... to worship me. I became stronger, and you, weaker. Ah, I remember the Crusades and the feudal wars with delight. Then it was king versus king, sacrificing thousands to appease my hunger. Robespierre, Napoleon, Bismarck—my benefactors. Your might grew, and with it, you servility to me. And you broke in on this century in a flurry of steel and gasoline in a busy, compact, bustling world of confusion. Mussolini, Hitler what geniuses!

You, mankind, have perfected your worship for me, for now you have the capacity to sacrifice your existence in my name. Here on earth is my ultimate bliss.

Thank you very much, man; you are very kind indeed.

EXSEQUITUR

Anonymous

Daddy, when I was very young

You stood over me, a friendly shadow

To protect my sandcastles—

And me,

Now the sandcastles are gone

And I'm left to wander and search

For the shadow of something
That I never knew—

The shadow that like the castles

Ran through my fingers and—

Blew, away, not hesitating even

To caress the new made flowers
(The ones on my sandcastle)

Or kiss the blue wind,

It flew out to the sea, and there

Was swallowed.

But sometimes I hear it moaning,

Singing, Chanting—and the sea-flowers

Bow their heads and weep yellow tears.
ACTIVITIES
This year, the Student Council has been very active. It has sponsored a film club, a coffee house, several dances, and an executive newspaper. President Bob Sweeney became a member of the Association of Student Council Presidents, having helped to form it. Several reforms were made in the council's constitution including a change in the methods of nominating and electing the executive. This year's Student Council has done much to make life at Monklands interesting, enjoyable, and fruitful.

**RED CROSS**

In 1968–69 Monklands High participated in an active Red Cross programme. This year’s Penny Drive was successful with collections totalling $216. The plaque winner was Room 103. At Christmas 125 students carolled in the streets of N.D.G., collecting donations and were rewarded by the fun at the sock-hop afterwards. For the spring such events as a Fashion Show, a Car Wash, and a Blood Donor Clinic were planned. Thanks go to the executive and home room representatives for a great year.
Prefects

Monklands' Prefect Board, under the direction of Akram Ftaya and Mike Margolick consisted of twenty-nine students, chosen for leadership qualities, to maintain the school and help visitors etc. Many thanks to Mrs. Lessard for allowing the use of her room as a lounge.

Public Relations

Judy Black is Monklands' Miss CFOX. Ken Vegotsky is our "Star Clipboard" Representative.

Music Library

Velma and Barbara spent many happy lunchtimes ruling over the Music Library and entertaining guests. In all seriousness, though, they were a great help to Mr. Whyte.

Library Assistant

Miss Gerth's little helpers maintained the efficiency of Monklands' library by stamping, sorting, and shelving the literature circulated in school. But it's not all fun so here's to say the readers in the school appreciate you, "Junior Librarians".
The past ski season was one of Monklan's best due to an abundance of snow, enthusiastic support and supervision of Mr. Prokes. Owl's Head in the Eastern Townships and Madonna Mountain in Northern U.S.A. were among the many successful trips made by the club. Mr. Wilkins, Mrs. Fowler, President David Broderick and Don Waldorf deserve special mention well, for the Ski Club's success.

Audio-Visual Executive

In the distant land of Room 117, under the spell of Miss Ellis, there live ten magicians, forever ready to project you into a wonderful world of movies; willing to die, and even miss classes. Special thanks go to these ten for a job well done.

Photography Club

Few know the little dark-room which is strategically positioned, we won't say where. Here, members of the photography club met frequently to print and develop their own pictures. At the beginning of the year they paid an initial cost for chemicals but discovered the rewards well worth the money. Throughout the year picture essays were assigned and the photographers benefited from the experience of reviving moments to live forever.
Science Club

Meetings, members of the club had the opportunity to satisfy their curiosity and to explore the fascinating realm of science, by the performance of experiments and by demonstrations.

Current Events Club

Monklands' Current Events Club consisted of only four members though seven or eight people usually attended meetings. The club was supervised by Mr. MacFarlane and John Hollander was chairman. Beginning in November, the club worked out a new Canadian Constitution setting up such things as a six-province system and a District of Ottawa, 1a-Washington, D.C. The highlight of the club's year occurred when Chief Andrew Delisle of Caugnawaga was invited to speak here. To sum up, the club has been a ground for battle debate and general fun.

CHESS CLUB

For the third consecutive year the Chess Club has successfully operated, assisted by Mr. Novosel. The members met at lunch to enjoy a relaxing half hour of chess, thanks to president Leon Blumer, and vice presidents Ken Vegolsky, John Cockerill, and Ross MacIntosh.
Mr. Whyte organized and conducted three choirs: the Small Mixed Chorale, the Full School Choir, and the Vocal Ensemble. These performed at school concerts, the Remembrance Day ceremony, the Graduation Exercises, and the Education Week Ceremony. The Small Mixed Chorale entered the Quebec Music Festival. Later in the year this choir participated in an exchange trip with Paris, Ontario. This year, for the first time, Monklands had an Alumni Choir, also conducted by Mr. Whyte, which performed at our concerts. It was excellent and we welcomed its performances.

Altogether, Mr. Whyte and the choirs have made choral music a pleasant experience at Monklands in 1968-1969.
Concert BAND
The Concert Band this year was sufficiently skilled to be asked to perform in the West End Inter-school Band Concert held in February. This band also aired its talents at the graduation ceremonies, at the Christmas Concert, and during the exchange trip with Paris, Ontario.

Intermediate BAND
It's a great pity that not enough attention has been paid to this backbone that replenishes the ranks of the Concert Band. Much credit must be given to these people who struggle with their music under the direction of Mr. Blair.

Junior BAND
The Junior Band is the greatest worry or relief for a tired Mr. Blair. He can look to a happy future with a promising junior group or can be worried sick as he imagines his senior band of the next few years. So we must pay strict attention to their squeaks and squawks for they will be the music of the future.
Le Bal des Voleurs

This year Miss Blake undertook to direct this French comedy which was performed towards the end of the year.

The man who came to dinner

Once again Drama enthusiasts of Monklands staged a play under the experienced direction of "the" Mrs. Rohr.
TALENT SHOW
Football

Senior Football

The Senior Football team had a mediocre season this year. Although improved from last year, the team was not able to pose any great threat to the championship. Ken Wilson and Rick Caluori ably coached the team to a record of three wins and four losses. The victories were posted over Verdun (1-0), Westmount (53-0) and Dorval (21-0), while defeats were suffered at the hands of Loyola (7-6), Marymount (4-0), L.C.C. (13-0), and the champions—Westhill. Monklands finished in 5th place. The team was led by Al Sverdlou + Jim Gallison. There were no outstanding players. I'm sure the entire school hopes that our senior team will continue to improve and possibly pose a serious threat to the championship.

Junior Football

Monklands fielded an excellent junior team this year, which enjoyed a successful season. They were coached by Mr. Vogel and Mr. King. Led by the outstanding play of captains Bob Stockden, Barry Engel and Neil Robertson, the team fought to a second place finish. They rolled to victories over Montreal High (21-0 + 19-7) and Mount Royal High (13-7 + 7-6), while suffering defeats at the hands of the City Champs, L.C.C., by scores of 23-0 + 46-0. With any luck, next year's junior team will repeat its performance of two years ago and bring the championship back to Monklands.
B.A.A. Executive
Mr. King, Scot Bateman

Back Row: J. King, D. Brown, P. Harden, S. Bateman
Front Row: S. Ambrose, C. Chapman (V-Pres.), G. Frampton, (Pres.), D. Wilson

Senior Soccer Team

For a team consisting mainly of juniors, the Senior Soccer team made a good showing this season. We all know, it was due entirely to the patient and understanding coaching of Mr. Ainley. Let's hope that the team members will become a serious threat to the championship next season.

Bantam Soccer Team

In spite of the efforts made by their coach, Mr. Prokes, and their captain, Martin Webber, the Bantam Soccer Team blew another season. They won three games and they lost three games. Still, the team showed good school spirit and sportsmanship. Good luck next season.
Basketball

Senior Basketball

Monklands' Senior team had an excellent season this year. Led by the patient instruction of Mr. Ainly, and the outstanding play of Doug Downes, Reggie Moore, and David Bates, the squad lost only two games, both by very close scores. They were undefeated at home. This was largely due to the enthusiastic support, both vocal and instrumental, given them by aroused Monklanders. Next year, hopes are high for an even better season from an even more experienced team.

Junior Basketball

In late November the tryouts for the Bantam basketball team were held. There was a huge turnout and after 3 practices, 14 players were chosen by the coaches Mr. Simon and Ron Steinberg. Diligent practice sessions were held after school, in the morning and at noon. The team charged into their first game, confident of victory. The final score was 39-22, for Howard S. Billiangs. We went into our next 4 games with high hopes, but came out of them with severe trashing. We finally filled in the "WON" column with our first victory - a slaughter. Unfortunately, we resumed our old ways and lost our next 3 games. High scorers on the team were assistant-captain, Lorne Galler, captain, Martin Skabourskis, and Neil Robertson. All we can hope for is a vastly improved season next year.

The Golf Team

The championship was played at Elmridge Golf and Country Club on Bizard Island. The matches were played on Friday 13th, on an extremely cold and windy afternoon. Although scores were high, Monklands place a strong 10th among 32 Quebec teams. Low scorer for Monklands was Richard Marsh with a 38-46 total of 84. Followed by Doug Wilsons 43-48 total of 91, next was John Russette 48-47 total of 95 and then Frank Sinclair 50-47 total of 97.
Gymnastics

Although the gymnastic tryouts began shortly before Christmas there were no competitions until about a month later. The senior and bantam teams consisted of about 30 students from all four grades. Both teams lost their first exhibition games against H. S. B. H. S., but since then, the bantams have been very successful in all of their meets.

Curling Club

The Monklands Curling Club had a fair amount of good luck this year. In addition to the regulars, we had several new curlers. This year most of the regular curlers will be leaving so it will be up to these new curlers to help the Monklands team. The three teams were skipped by Glen Canavan, Phil Harden and Steve Leclaire, each having a lot of success. The teams would like to thank Mr. Williams and Mr. Wilkinson.

Water-Polo

The Water Polo team had a tough season this year, as they should have been a junior team instead of a senior one. But, we all know of course, that if Mr. Bradley had been swimming, the championship would have been theirs.
Junior Basketball

The Juniors played in the school tournament this year but did not place. According to the coach, it was due to the lack of interest. She hopes that they will use their practice time more carefully next year.

Intermediate Basketball

The Intermediates did not do as well this year as we would have hoped. Maybe with a little more work, they may place next year.

Senior Basketball

Mr. Shalinsky did wonders for the Senior Basketball team this year and the girls worked very hard. They entered the City Finals and won their division. They lost the finals, however, to Northmount.
Bantam Basketball

The Bantams did exceptionally well this year. They lost the city championship title by only one basket to Dorval High.

HOUSE LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
Senior-Intermediate
First Row: S. Paish, N. Hood, E. Baynes, L. Roberts.

Junior Bantam
First Row: D. Buchenroth, S. Slattery,
Second Row: S. Hanson, S. Turner,
S. Garraway.
What's green and yellow and cheers at football games?

Monklands' Cheerleaders
First Row: S. Paish, A. Gordon, D. Karjala
Second Row: B. Paine, J. Meades, C. Webber,
Third Row: G. White, S. Yampolsky, N. Hood
Fourth Row: L. Broda, C. Place, B. Etcovitch, J. Black

Girls' Athletic Association
EXECUTIVE
First Row: Miss N. Black - adviser
G. White, B. Bradshaw, L. Roberts
Vice-president
Second Row: S. Bolton, J. Black
President, A. Gordon
GYMNASTICS

We had four gymnastic teams entered in the city championships this year. The seniors competed at Lachine High on Feb. 20, 1969. Monklands was represented by J. Black and A. Bailey. On Feb. 25, 1969, the intermediate team travelled to Outremount High. S. Ling S. Mattar, S. Simpson, P. Peterson and J. Linton took part. The Juniors went to Westmount High Feb. 27, 1969 and placed thirteenth out of fifteen schools. Monklands' team was S. Hanson, R. Fineberg and D. Clark. Monklands was represented by J. Brown, D. Chouinard, J. Paine, and L. Simpson.

TENNIS ANYONE?

A team was entered in the inter-high school championship which was held at Monklands Tennis Club on October 3, 1968. It was the team's first match and they placed fourth among 8 entries.
Autographs
through LIFE!

the 5 CHOIRS

- Alumni
- Chorale
- Vocal Ensemble
- Men of Monklands
- Full Choir
Nicolette
turns you on!
niccolini
suits, coats, car coats, rainwear, at fashion stores everywhere
It all began 100 years ago on December 8, 1869, when Timothy Eaton, a young man from Ballymena, Ireland, opened a small dry goods store in Toronto.

The original staff consisted of two men, a woman and a boy. Today, during Eaton's Centennial Year, the staff now numbers more than 50,000 employees — and to date more than 11,000 Eatonians have given 25 years or more of service.

In less than 100 years, Eaton's has continually grown and expanded to become the largest retail organization in the country, and it's still growing, still expanding, to serve better the people of Canada. New stores such as Eaton's Pointe Claire and Ville d'Anjou have provided interesting new opportunities for many young people here in Montreal — and there's more expansion planned for the near future.

Wouldn't you like to be part of all this action? Wouldn't you like a career with creative excitement, opportunity and challenge ... a position where you can grow and advance in Canada's dynamic retail industry? THEN THINK ABOUT EATON'S. We may be 100 years old but we still have a lot of young ideas!

Why not visit Eaton's Employment Office, Ninth Floor, Downtown, and discuss your career plans with us?

---

A B of M Career spells

Challenge
Advancement
Responsibility
Experience
Education
Rewards

Looking for an interesting career after high school? Find out now what the Bank of Montreal can offer you if you are willing to work and learn. Our interesting booklet "The Future with a Future" outlines the absorbing jobs and better opportunities in a career in banking. To obtain your free copy write to Personnel Manager, Bank of Montreal, Suite 2435, 630 Dorchester Blvd. West, Montreal 2, P.Q. There is no obligation, except to yourself.

Bank of Montreal
Canada's First Bank

BENNY AVENUE & SHERBROOKE ST. BRANCH  R.L. TURGEON, Manager
WE STUDENTS OF ROOM 211
HAVE GRUDGINGLY PAID $13.00 FOR THIS,
SO YOU’D BETTER
READ IT
AND LIKE IT!

— Adnum? You mean, ad nauseam!
— The less said about that feller Geller, the better.
— Fleet? In what way?
— I don’t know why I Khan’t
— After all, I haven’t made so many spelling errors! The two “b’s” in “tobacco”, well; that’s just carelessness. And it’s just one letter.
— Fair enough. I add an “e” to your name, and make you Louise. Just one letter, but a change of some significance, you’ll admit.
— Bates, you fathead, not dates.
— Why are both Chip’n’Dale absent?
— A Blumer? Not yet, but he will.
— Mrs. Mountain?
— Appropriate perhaps before I lost ten pounds, Suzette, but surely not now.
CAREERS IN RETAILING

Today there are tremendous opportunities in the exciting field of retail merchandising. Simpsons will be happy to help you discover the possibilities in their vigorous nation-wide organization.

Arrange for an interview or visit Simpsons Personnel Office, Montreal, to discuss your career in retailing.

MERCHANDISING
ADMINISTRATION
FASHION

SECRETARIAL
ACCOUNTING

ADVERTISING
DISPLAY

THE ROBERT SIMPSON MONTREAL LIMITED

COMPLIMENTS
OF

HARVEY’S PHARMACY

There’s room at the top at the Commerce

You enjoy many varied career opportunities with the Commerce because of its dynamic growth pattern. As the bank moves ahead, you move ahead too. Ask for the free booklet “Be a Banker” at your nearest branch or write to our Personnel Division, 25 King Street West, Toronto.

CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE

6450 Somerled Ave. 481-0419
GUARANTEED
PURE MILK
COMPANY, LTD.

1025 Aqueduct Street
866-7801

FORMAL WEAR FOR ALL OCCASIONS

RENTALS
Tony can serve you with the finest and latest styles in formal wear for all occasions

ATTENTION STUDENTS
SPECIAL PRICES

TURTLENECK SHIRTS
POWER BLUE & MAROON
JACKETS AVAILABLE

Tony
FORMAL WEAR
& TAILORING
5520 SHERBROOKE ST. W.
corner Girouard 488-8638

Canada's largest life insurance company invites ambitious high school and university graduates to consider the unlimited career opportunities at Sun Life of Canada. The staff of the Employment Office, Room 320, Sun Life Building, Montreal, will be pleased to interview members of your graduating class.

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
OF CANADA, LIMITED
877 Decarie Blvd. — St. Laurent
Phone: 748-8805

PAINTS - VARNISHES - ENAMELS
ARTISTS' MATERIAL
ORANGE Crush

Available in bottles and cans at your neighbourhood store

COMPLIMENTS OF

EASTON ELECTRIC

2282 OXFORD AVE. – MONTREAL 261
TELEPHONE: 481-5895

WESTMOUNT REALTIES CO.
A COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE for ST. LAURENT & CARTIERVILLE RESIDENTS from our TOWN OF MOUNT ROYAL BRANCH
785 Plymouth Ave. 731-7741
HEAD OFFICE 1367 Greene Ave., 935-8541
LAKE SHORE DIVISION 48 Coolbreeze Ave. 697-4460

Compliments of ROOM 114
Look Us Up in your Funk and Wagnall's
WESTBURY COLLEGE
ESTABLISHED 1959
4956 DECARIE AUTOROUTE
(next to the Post Office in Snowdon)
David Raboy, B.A., Principal  Tel.: 486-7010
Day and Evening Classes

LEWIS CONWAY
PLUMBING, HEATING AND VENTILATING
WESTMOUNT BRANCH
484-1735
5624 SHERBROOKE ST. WEST
481-1216

NO-MÉ AUTO PARTS LTD.
Wholesale Distributors and Importers of
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, EQUIPMENT, TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES
National Distributors for N.V.M. Chemicals
6159 SHERBROOKE ST. W.
481-0222

PINKERTON'S FLOWERS LIMITED
5127 SHERBROOKE ST. W.
MONTREAL
TEL. 481-2411

CONWAY SHOES LTD.
SHOES FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
6445 SOMERLED AVENUE
MONTREAL, QUE.

RICH DELICATESSEN & MEAT REG'D
EUROPEAN SAUSAGE – CHEESE – IMPORTED FOODS
6579 SOMERLED AVE.  488-7489

JACK & JILL SHOPPE
6606 Somerled Ave.
Montreal
N.D.G. Branch
484-1182

COMPLIMENTS OF
THE ONE AND ONLY
ROOM 110

COMPLIMENTS OF
NOVE'S CELL

COMPLIMENTS OF
ROOM 206
ROOM 115

LOVE IS A CHEMICAL REACTION.
WE'RE STILL TRYING
TO FIND THE FORMULA.

YOU NAME IT

301'S GOT IT

ROOM 311

ROOM 112

Rise of
Miss Jennings
Sept. 1968

Liberation of
the Slaves
June 1969

Dark Ages
Confusion in 112

Golden Age
of History

ROOM 210

COMPLIMENTS OF

MONKLANDS
ROOM TWENTY 20

TECHNICAL DRAWING 20

COMPLIMENTS OF
THE GRAND WIZ, THE HEAD WIZ, THE ASS.
WIZ AND THE 28 OTHER WIZARDS OF
ROOM 20

SHALOM

Rm. 209
BIO = LIFE
LOGOS = THE STUDY OF

MRS. YATES - 308

CHAS. J. HILL INC.
FLORISTS
4897 SHERBROOKE WEST, MTL. Tel.: 484-8484

HI!
from ROOM 218
MISS PROBERT

COMPLIMENTS OF
STYLE, SALES & SERVICE INC.
2185 CRESCEANT STREET, MONTREAL 107, Que.

N.D.G. PHOTO SUPPLY
5488 O. Sherbrooke St. W., 1197 PHILLIPS PLACE
489-8401 866-8761

GEORGE YIP
DRY CLEANING & LAUNDRY
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
GUARANTEED GOOD SERVICE
6280 SOMERLED AVE., N.D.G. TEL.: 489-5233

COMPLIMENTS OF
ROOM 208

COMPLIMENTS OF
ROOM 208

EN 215

HI!
from ROOM 218
MISS PROBERT

COMPLIMENTS OF
STYLE, SALES & SERVICE INC.
2185 CRESCEANT STREET, MONTREAL 107, Que.

N.D.G. PHOTO SUPPLY
5488 O. Sherbrooke St. W., 1197 PHILLIPS PLACE
489-8401 866-8761

GEORGE YIP
DRY CLEANING & LAUNDRY
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
GUARANTEED GOOD SERVICE
6280 SOMERLED AVE., N.D.G. TEL.: 489-5233

COMPLIMENTS OF
ROOM 208

COMPLIMENTS OF
ROOM 208

OXFORD DRESSMAKERS SERVICE
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR THE DRESSMAKER
AND HOME SEWER
"WE'RE THE BEST IN THE WEST"
5671 SHERBROOKE ST. W. 484-5449

RE. 8-0847
RE. 7-6600

RE. 8-0847
RE. 7-6600
COMPLIMENTS TO THE GRADUATES
FROM THE ROOM OF THE TIGER

ROOM 313

THE A/V BOYS CAN'T BE DUPLICATED
RICHARD BROWN  BLAIR CAPES
JOHN GASPAR  STEVE KAVANAUGH
GEORGE WOODLEY  RON HUNT
DAN HIRSH

WE SAY GOOD LUCK 302
DEB, VIC, AL, MIKE, MI, AL, GLEN, LYN, SIN, MO,
DO, CHU, SU, ROS, ROB, ROG, KAR, WEND, GAI,
HORSE, ED, ART, STEV, DOUG, DIDI, I.

COMPLIMENTS OF
ROOM 214

DOUGLAS PRESS
PRINTERS OF HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOKS
620 Cathcart St.
UN. 6.4757

COMPLIMENTS OF

THE BAND ROOM

ROOM 307